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Too Many people
tako Wish for
Ambition.

TUESDAY; MAY 21, 1912.

Mis-- f

CITY EDITION.

SOME FLYINGI
TO HELP FARMERS
bus the proportion wag as high as
Dover, England. May 21. H. Crom-berg- ,
Washington, May 21. Secretary of
four to one. This was caused, it was
a well known Belgian aviator,
Agriculture Wilson has announced
said, by the unusual interest in th
crossed the English
channel
froTi
plans to be Instituted for farm man
fight of the republican presidential
Nlenyiort. Belgium, circled over t'.ie
nomination and unprecedented speak
agement study anft wor in the north
fishing port of St. Margaret's in a
for which both houses of congress
.
ing tours Just completed by Prea!
wide . graceful sweep and,
without
have made provision In the agricul
dent Taft and Colonel Roosevelt In
landing, started to return across tht
most of the cities, too, the Interest
tural appropriation. This plan on
channel, taking; the direction of Ca
which the secretary and Dr. Galloway
was augmented by local contests for
lais, Franc.
chief of the bureau of plant industry
places on the judicial or county tick
When the aviator appered over St
been
have
ets.
working for several
SAYS THEY Margaret's, he
STCNE
SENATOR
BETTORS IN OHIO PICK ROOSE
dropied from his BLACK MEN ARE CAUSING CON months, corresponds to the
SPEAKER
GAINS EIGHT
MORE
ARE PUTTING ON GOOD
monoplane a visiting card on which
SIDERABLE TROUBLE TO THE
VELT TO WW THE STATE'S
tive demonstration
work In the
Will Nomlnatt Roosevelt.
VOTES
BY
READJUSTMENT
was writ' en:
VAUDEVILLE.
south.
21. William
NEW REPUBLIC
May.
Washington,
DELEGATION.
OF COMMITTEES.
"I regret to be oblieed to return to
The federal government through Its
Prendergrast, comptroller of the city
Nienport, Ttelelum, without hreakinj
of New York, has been picked by
agents who will act in
OUTDO DAMON AND PYTHIAS my Joxtrnpy."
ASSAULT FEDERAL BARRACKS with state and local inspectors, pro TAFT SUPREMELY CONFIDENT Colonel Roosevelt to make the Bpeech
TO
INVESTIGATE
CFFICEES
poses to make a comprehensive study
placing him In nomination for the
farms
with
of the country
a
AND DAVID
EVEN JOHNATHAN
presidency before the Chicago con
THE GUARD, HOWEVER, IS ABLE of the
WOOL VALUES FIRM
HIS SUPPORTERS
DECLARE THE
view especially of carrying to the
vention next month. This fact was 8TATE AND COUNTY OFFICIALS
COULD NOT EXCEED THEIR
Boston, May 21. With very little
TO REPULSE ATTACK IN
PERFECT WEATHER WILL
MAY EXPECT VTSTT FROM
farmer Information which will show
announced today by Luis N. LIttauer,
wool In the market and Only light
MUTUAL LOVE.
MANGUITO
' HELP HIM.
when and why a certain branch of
former congressman, and one of the
LEGISLATORS.
arrivals of the new clip, the trading
Roosevelt delegates ; from .New York
industry is unprofitable and how he
In the domestic product Is along very
" AMBITION
to the national convention.
MT.
CAME
CRAWLING narrow lines and In order lots. Va- GOVERNMENT IS CONFIDENT can make it pay, or, if not, why he AEMERS ARE
MIGHTY BUSY
should drop that branch.
JAY
been
has
a
national
Prendergrast
figlues held fairly firm In nearly all
AFPEALJTOTAX PAYERS
"We will carry the agricultural
ure in Colonel Roosevelt's campaign.
lines.
centers
Interest
almost
,
wholly
AND THE TWO FRIENDS
WERE
STATEMENT IS MADE THAT OR school to the farmer, said Secretary PRESIDENT'S
ADVISORS
SAY
In 'the new clip, and arrivals from the
F MONEY TO PUSH INVESTIGA- CONVERTED INTO BIT.
Wilson.
AVIATOR KILLED.
"Ordinarily only one man
DER SOON WILL BE RESTORTHAT WILL CUT DOWN
west find ready takers.
GATION IS NOT FORTHCOM-INIn a large number can go io school
TER ENEMIES.
Xenia, Ohio, May 2T. Fred J.
ED IN ISLE
Bidding In Utah and Nevada is reCOLONEL'8 VOTE.
READILY.
to study farming. We must take the
Southard of Minneapolis, Minn., an
ported as very brisk and 20 cents is
school to him."
100
fell
feet
at
the
aviator,
Wright
21. Senator reported to have been paid for medium
May
Washington,
Havana, Oultt, May 21. The Cuban
Columbus, Ohio, May 21 Taft man aviation field near Osborn
Santa Fe, N. M., May 21. Speaker
early today
Stone of Missouri today carried out wool. In the fleece sections, mediums government disclaims any further
agers early declared that the bright and was Instantly killed. Southard Baca, Chairman Burg and their comhis purpose of addressing the senate wools are bringing 23 cents In Michi knowledge regarding the uprising of $
7. sunshine with
which' primary day who was 40 years old, had'
just mittee on ways and means are in full
on "the modern Damon and Pythias gan and Ohio f. o. b. A lot of old ter- the negroes, but the opinion Is appealwas
dawned
indicative
of a sure vic- bought the aeroplane from
TODAY
IN CONGRESS.
the control of the house and more strong
18
fine
re
cents
to'
ritory
brought
staple
and
subjects pertaining
ing that conditions are becoming more
for the president. Many of the Wright brothers.
tory
ly entrenched than ever as the result
wool
Pulled
is
scarce and serious. It is
cently.
current politics."
creditably reported tofarmers, they said, who were support
He obtained the keys to the hangar of a coup pulled off last night at tlie
high.
day that two armed parties aie operjut. resident, he said, "any man
ing Colonel Roosevelt were far behind after he had been refused permission first night session of the present leg-Washington, May 21. Senate: Met in their spring work and would not to
ating in the province of Malan7.a
having even a meager knowledge of
take the aeroplane out without lslature. Speaker Baca named a new
which hitherto has been reported t noon.
ancient lore will recall the story of
leave their fields to cast a vote.
further experience. He fell just six committee ot 30 members the avowed
In
criticized
Senator
were
Issued
Damon and Pythias and the story ot
Stone,
speech,
DO
today
tranquil. Orders
Roosevelt supporters stuck to their minutes after he had begun the first intent of which is to
investigate all
for additional troops to be preparel the methods of the republican presi former claims that a
David and Jonathan. A few years
majority of the flight alone. His body was badly public institutions, state officers and
dential
nomination
o
field.
take the
aspirants.
ago the American people and the cm
delegates elected would be Roose crushed.
all county officers, and report back
llzed world were given to understand
A
DEAL The newspapers complain that the House: Met at 11 a. m. and resum velt men. Almost all of the approxto
the house next January. The
ed
Panama
all
Canal
consideration
of
press
that here In our own dear country
government is holding up
imately five thousand voting pre
of this committee is taken to
naming
we had a reproduction of these gior
dispatches from the disturbed dis administration bill.
cincts in tfle state opened at 5:30
mean
'
here
Hat the senatorial ghost
band'
as
of negroes
lous traditions of the far distant past DR. HENRY BECKER PEAKS FOR tricts. A strong
Judiciary committee continued its o'clock and In the cities a
large ear
will not down and that this conimit-te- e
of
rural
the
into
barracks
the
saulted
Investigation
charges
against
"We were led to believe that the
PREACHERS"AT
ly vote was cast. The polls will
ENERAL
is the beginning of a next senaof commerce court.
gua.rds at Manguito near Guantana Judge Arch-balclose at 5:30 tonight in the cities,
combined and consolidated spirits ot
ASSEMBLY;
torial fight Members of the commitSI
able
were
rural
but
the
mo,
guards
but in some of the country districts
Damon and Jonathan had come out
tee say it is appointed in the interest
to offer a successful defense, although
will remain open until 6 o'clock.
of their haven of rest and taken re
Louisville, May 21. A ter the decot honesty in public "of tice and that
BY
RIURDERER
ot
The
SLAIN
killed.
loss
the
two
lost
Two candidates for the presiden
of Theodore laration that 2,000 chin hes in the thy
luge In . . the . corpus
WESTERN
SHIPPERS
PROTECTthey will investigate every public of.
.not been ascertained.
T
tial nomination. President Taft and
mat jne combined United States were "pais lrless" had negroes has
jiuuBcveic, ana
ED UNTIL DECEMBER BY
ficial regardless of who they may be.
a
Liberal
General
Evarlsto
Esteno,
A RAILROAD TRAIN Governor Harmon, will cast their
spirits of David and Pythias had in been made in the gene)'
assembly
A resolution was introduced during
COMMERCE BOARD.
votes in Cincinnati The president
like manner, come to rest on the am of the Northern Presbyf, an church leader and General Ivonet are direct
the
present week asking for an appor-movements
in
the
of
the
negro
Will leave that city
r ing
ple boeoin of William Howard Tart, today, resolutions were.' iopted
in the day.
early
21.
fur
Washington, May
priation to defray the expenses ot
Pending
surgents In the province of Oriente, POLICE BELIEVE THEY HAVE ES Governor Harmon will remain at his
all ,a;,i;te,;liawIf.imniisn'x'if!T-this
com
ther
the
interstate
most
Investigation,
Investigation. If they fail to yet
become
has
the
where
situaMnf)
TABLISHED IDENTITY OF
home to hear the roturns. Idejii
these old stories of ancient lore and (laymen) to keep In close touch with
merce commission today continued In the money a .letter will be sent"7i
to dispatches reserious,
according
VICTIM
AND
SLAYER.
weather was reported from almost
love were reproduced here in '.his young men who might be candidates
suspension until December 14 next, every taxpayer in the state asking for
ceived by the government today.
new world of ours for the edification for the ministry.
every point in the state. Indications the
(
new classification 01 contributions to carry on the work.
proposed
of Matanzas and the
The
21.
province
The
Chicago, May
Chicago po at Cleveland were that only 40 per
and uplifting of the human race."
Rev. Joseph W. Cochrane, of Phila
freight rates In western territory. IE is estibated that" a small sum
of Camasuey, In the province lice are convinced that the Identity cent of the
district
vote woifld be cast
Senator Stone, amid laughter, said delphia, discussing a minister's "liv- of Puerto
This new classification, known as of $1 from half the taxpayers would
Principe, remain quiet. Two of the murderer of the young woman
numerous wagers
have made "Number 51," through a
It had been a case of "two souls with ing chances" said:
j
of provide anur means. In addition to
small bands in the province of Hava- whose body was found in an empty Roosevelt and Harmon
."We hear that a ma to be a min
but a single thought; two hearts that
slight favo hundreds of articles, would provide the big committee Speaker Eaca
na and Pinar del Rio have been dis- Los Angeles bungalo ten days ago. rites. It was
estimated at Cincin for a material increase in
beat as one," until the slimy and ister must starve. I nlver knew that
practically named a steering committee, which
persed by troops. Colonel Azcona, and of his victim has been establish nati that 25,000 or 30,000 votes, 25 or
will act as a buffer for the ways and
in the west.
poisonous serpent of ambition crawl- to be true. I will Ednjt the salaries leader of the former, has been ar- ed.
all
freight
charges
Further details of the garments 30 per cent of the total in Hamilton
can't be rem- rested.
ed across the path they were walking are not princely, fcut
means
comimttee. Whenever the big
and appearance of C. C. Dillon and county would be cast. Akron
ry assembly.'
and divided them. Both bad tasted edied except by this
report
Must File Coal Rates.
committee
gets a troublesome bill the
The government continues to
more particulars about Miss Minnie ed that 50 per cent of the
the bitter sweet of power and liked
republican
Immdiately Rev.
Washington, May 21. The Denver steering committee will relieve it of
j.j:
government continues to receive Quinn, who, the police are convinced, vote and 25
per cent of the democrat & Rio Grande railroad ahd the Colo- the burden. )On the
it overmuch. Both were tempted and Becker, of Dayton, Ohio,, interrupted port. General Emilio Nunez, president
big committee
"Hundreds of gray paired men of of the Associaiflon of Veterans, and were the actors in the western trag- vote of Summit
county had been rado and Southern railroad today are the following: N. C. De Baca,
both fell."
to
were
forwarded
Los
the
edy,
today
ponea at 9 o'clock. Bitter fights for were ordered
the ministry annually are dismissed Alfredo
, "So, Instead of peace, we have had
by the interstate com Miguel E. Baca, CTIrg, Carter, Cran-dalZayas, vice president of the Angeles police.
congressional and county nomina merce commission to file before
war." the tenator continued, "War or cast aside'." He said, "men ot republic, as leader of the liberal par
Caados, Cliavez, Chrisman, ClanJuly
Two
was
whose
women,
tions brought voters of Stark county
identity
20, regulations to govern the rating cy, Cooley,. Cordova,
with knives and knives to the hilt. As brains, education and good records ty, have both explained that they deEvans, Gage,
here out early. t)ut of 20 delegates tn
secret, were
of coal mines on the lines in Huer Garcia, Gurule, Labadie, Llewellyn,
a consequence of this ferocious con- are eliminated for no other reason plore the fact that the anniversary kept and shown a questioned of the
today
the republican state convention li fano and Las Animas
photograph
test the country and (he world have than that thev are 'too old.' "
from all quarters assurance of
Manzanares,
counties, Colo- Lopez. Love, Lucero,
dead woman.
The police say that are expected to be for Roosevelt, as
To
Dr.
ttio
this
Becker
attributed
of
to
an
Multo
on
and
life
for
a series of spectacubeen treated
the
provide
rado,
Martinez,
Moreno,
McGillivray,
equitable
by an attempt
the women are relatives of Minnie they are uncontested.
,
coal cars. The order lens, NichoIIs, Smith, 'Trujillo and
distribution
of
lar vaudeville stunts in politics with- gradual decline of successful candi the republic and urge all patriotic Quinn and that
they identified the
Early activity today following a was made on complaint of the Colo- Tucker.' It will be seen that the
out a parallel In the history of our dates for the ministry.
Cubans to rally loyally In defense of
as her likeness. Miss Quinn vigorous
picture
campaign indicated an unus rado Coal Traffic association.
which
I
and
the
speaker has added eight more votes
government
country
devoutly hope
was a maid employed by Mrs. Harually heavy vote at Toledo where
to his control of the house.
will not again be repeated."
old F. McCormlck in Lake ForesCand there are
nearly one hundred candiThe steering committee Is as folSenator Stone referred to Senator TRIED TO CRUSH THE
Horses
American
also
of
Stealing
Wlnetka, dates for local nominations
by Douglas Smltf
HAY UNITE
CITIZENS
lows:
and
Llewellyn,
Labadie, Clancy,
unin
LaFollette's
the
21.
Great
participation
North Shore suburbs. Other servants where,
Santiago, Cuba, May
therefore, the eSunty may be
Mullens, Gurule, (jrandalll
Cjboney,
apthere
and
is
campaign and continued:
rest
to
are
grave
at
borne
declared
the Smith
prevails
SMALLER CONCERNS
late. Farmers about Dayton were reTO HELP OFFICERS Love and Speaker Baca. When these
"Mr President, passing over the
prehension throughout .this vicinity. have identified the picture of the ported too
busy planting corn to RO
committee were named Clancy deof
a
that
It
of
is
woman
party
and
this
dead
to
as Miss Quinn and
reported today
personal
party aspects
to the polls, wHich fact is said by ob
manded
to know where the speaker
armed negroes has passed through the have told that she said she was en- servers to
miserable squabble, is it not truly a EVIDENCE SHOWS THAT
be to the detriment of CONDITIONS IN SAN DIEGO ARE got, his authority. The speaker told
with
Of
near
the
town
we
coast,
are
C.
ENDEAVORED
TO
sad spectacle
Sibouey
witnessing?
gaged to marry
,0. Dillon. The Colonel Roosevelt.
him he acted under the house rules
BORDERING ON REAL
a number of horses stolen from Amer- message of the police to Los Angeles
CONTROL SUGAR INDUSTRY
These world-famerepublican leaders
Watchers at the poifSTh ColumbuB
ANARCHY.
and defied Catron to appeal from his
of
the
citizens.
ican
longshore- was:
Many
bave been for months circling the
declared that the republican ballots
action. Catron did not try. This
are missing this
New York, May 21. A copy of a men on strike
"We are forwarding a picture ot were taken at
country, abusing each other like pick21. Senti morning the house passed the district
the
rate of about 4 to
San
Calif.,
May
Diego,
r
and
is
that
it
they Dillon today. Trying to get picture 1 and
reported
pockets in language akin to the ver telegtam sent by Henry O. Haveme-ye- morning
that "the morning democratic ment in opposition to the projected attorney bill agreed upon last night
to Samuel C. Hooker, hie person- have Ioined armed parties In th of Miss Quinn. No doubt they are vote was
nacular of a fish market or even
unusually light. Support- demonstration ot citizens against the in committee of the whole fixing the
mn.
al agent at Denver, was Introduced field.
parties."
ers of Governor Harmon declared he Industrial Workers of the World and salaries and duties of district attor
0. C. DiIT3h was killed Saturday would have almost
The world outside looks on In the government's dissolution suit
the total local persons connected with their trials neys. It affo passed a bill loaning
trust
the
Trouble
Can
by
sugar
against
Authorities
Suppress
by a railroad trafiTand state- democratic vote.
morning
and
the
and
press
.
aghast
reading
.
developed today and it was said the $25,000 for seven years to. San Juan
to22.
Assistant
District
Cuban
The
Knapp
ments
Attorney
of witnesses at the inquest led
Washington, May
public of all enlightened nations ev
mass meeting at the court house, county to reconstruct bridges destroy
The
most
sea-weather
of
the
sultry
j
Mr government has expressed confidence to connecting him with the Los Anerywhere criticise, cartoon, laugh day to support the charge that
son played havoc-witfor tomorrow morning, might ed by flood last fall A fight was
planned
vote
the
In:
to
crush
had
discovered
by
that the recently
Havemeyer
conspir- geles murder.
prepared
and taunt"
Ohio
the
not
held.
be
precipitated when Catron tried to
elecpresidential
primary
the independent beet su- acy off the negro element of the IsTo the amusement of the senate. competition,
tion
es planned amend this bill So that the money
At noon a total city vote of
demonstration
The
comof
the
been
Greeley Sugar
land to revolt has
successfully
ottumur oiuue retiu samples ui iae gar plant
less than half the usual figure was first to show that San Dlegans were should" bear Interest at 3 Per cent.
The telegram eupressed, according to state depart
pany, then building.
HAVE A
polite exchanges of compliments" read:
expected by politicians, while in the in sympathy with J.. M. Porter, al- Catron'
amendment was tabled.
Ameri
from
the
ment advices today
among the three republican candi . "Go to
district a much smaller leged vigilante leader, who was sched- The house this afternoon has as speagricultural
and secure a good can legation at Havana.
Greeley
dates. He said he must grant that
OLL TQ BET ON
proportion of citizens went to the uled to appear In court Wednesdaj cial order the corporation commis
Tn the provinces of Santa Clara and
site on options."
President Taft "Innately a gentlepolls.
morning to show cause why he should sion bill. A large,, number of nev
Chester S. Morey of Denver, chief Pinar del Rio, a large number of neman" evidently was reluctant to. enTaft
not be adjudged guilty ol contempt bills were Introduced in the house,
were
managers
over
jubilant
con
of
on
in
he
Havemeyer
acquiring
groes have been arrested
CASPER OIL FIELD HAS RAISED the weather and termed it a
ter upon "this ruffian fight" He as- agent
perfect because of the allegation that he had one being a Sunday c'osing law maktrol of Colorado companies, testified charge of revolutionary conspiracy.
PURSE OF $25,000 TO BACK
serted, however, that the last word that the site was
Taft day.
interferred with, Attorney Fred H ing the hours 11:30 Saturday nigjit
politicians
not
and
procured
In "this black chapter of American
FLYNN
declared that the sunshine would re- Moore in his defense of a client con to 5:30 Monday morning. Another
long after this Mr. Havemeyer 'bought
history," would be written at Chicago. an interest in the
sult In a greatly decreased vote for nected with the
"fret logging bill was introduced by N. U
Greeley company.
ROBBERS MAKE HAUL
"I say last chapter," he added, "beCasper, Wyoming, May 21. A syn- the governor.
de Baca. The senate did not meet unhere.
speech"
campaign
A letter from Hooker to Havemeyer
21.
Robbers
Camden, Tenn., May
dicate, of wealthy oil operators, headcause I can not believe that after this
A cold, wet spring has put the farmA.
at
State
til 3 o'clock this afternoon.
Senator
Wright,
Leroy
November
was
then
22, 1902,
written
who yesterday got $7,000 from the ed by Bert Orchard who offered
a ers weeks behind
storm of strife and these exposures
in their spring torney for Porter, issuad a statement
introduced. It suggested that Mr. vaults of the First National bank of
to
$100,000
Jeffries- - work and put them in a
the American electorate will consent
position today strongly advising agamBt such
NO TRIAL TODAY
rent the site for pastur this city were still at large today. The Johnson purse to bring the
to return the republican party to Havemeyer
raised where they must take advantage of a demonstration. He declared such
fight
Casper,
today
Los Angeles, May 21. There was
age for a year and said that four per men used six charges of nitroglycerin $25,000 to back Jim F'mn at the
Power."
ring- every fine day.
at thn no session of the Darrow trial toConsequently they an action would be
cent net returns could be realized if to open the vaults and when citizens side odds in
the fight with Jack remained In the fields at work rath- present. Wright had said
He concluded with a statement that this was done.
yesterdaj
day, owing to he inability of the
were aroused by the explosion,
Johnson at Las Vegas July i. The er than driving to
the democratic candidates were conthat, if necessary to enforce the laws, court officials to secure service on all
voting places.
"It is probably as favorable an op
interference by pointing pis- movement started when workmen In
In most of the cities, watchers de- an organization' of from 1,000 to of the new
ducting themselves with a sense of portunity as can be obtained at the tols at all who approached the builiveniremen
special
the Casper oil fields sent $1,000 to clared that republican voters were 5,000 citizens would
be formed to drawn yesterday afternoon when tha
propriety.
present time," the letter concluded.
Orchard to Back Flynn.
outnumbering democrats. In Colum aid the officers.
first special venire was exhausted.
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FOREST RESERVES
MANAGED

BY

STATE
SENATOR FALL INTRODUCES IMTO
AMENDMENT
PORTANT
THE APPROPRIATION BILL.

Senator A. B. Fall of New Mexico
has introduced an amendment to tne
aa appropriation for
Ijlll providing
the department of agriculture to the
effect that the management of the
forest reserves lying within the boundaries of New Mexico Bhall davolve
upon the state. The completeamen.l-men- t
is as follows:
Amendment.

Intended to be proposed by Mr. Fall
to the bill (H. R. 18960)) making appropriations for the department of agriculture for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1913, viz: On page 52, after
line 14, insert the following:
Provided further, thai tjie management, Bupervlsionyflnd administration of the respective forest reserves
within the state of New Mexico and
of that portion of any such reserve
partly within said state shall, subject to ail the laws of the United
States and of the general rules and
regulations heretofore adppted by
the agricultural department, be destate government
volved upon the
and officers of the state of New Mexico. The legTSTSlure of New Mexico
Bhall If the provisions hereof are accepted by a resolution of such body,
officers and
provide the necessary
Employes for the care, management,
and administration of each of such
reserves or parts of reserves. The
salary and expense accounts of such
officers and employes and all exsuch care, management,
penses
and administration Including reforestation, shall be paid wholly out of
the funds derived from the lease of
lands and grazing permits, sale of
timber, and other sources of revenue
from such forest reserves, and no
part of any such or any other ex
pense connected with, the care, man
agement, or administration of such
reserves shall be paid out of the appropriations herein made or by the
United States out of any other funds
and any fulfils ' remaining after the
payment of air expenses as in the
proviso set out, shall be paid Into the
treasury of New Mexico to be expended as provided by the state laws.
The secretary of agriculture Bhall
have the power and he Is hereby directed to cause such reserves to be
Inspected from time to time and shall
see that all laws and rules applicable to such reserves aro enforced,
and shall have the power to suspend
any state official or employe .failing
to enforce such laws and rules and
regulations, pending a tearing upon
charges to be made by him under his
direction to the governor of New
Mexico, who shall promptly remove
'and appoint a successor to any such
official or employe against whom
such charges are sustained.
,
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A YVONDERUL
GRASS
Rhodes Grass is coming into favor

with remarkable rapidity In many
parts of Australia, In fact, where it
Is toeing tried the growers are loud
in its praise. The grass has not only survived but has grown luxuriantly
through the long, dry summer months
and has been the nursery field for
any animals lacking in condition.
The land planted with this grass is
a loose flat clay within three inches
of the surface on an average. Many
of the green trees and all the dead
trees and stumps were grubbed and
burnt. Then the disc plow was used
to scratch the ground between the
remaining trees to
depth of from
two to six inches, according to the
depth of the soil. It was then harrowed, but could not be brought' to a

fine grass seed bed. The seed was
sown at the rate of two pounds of
Rhodes grass and two pounds of
to the acre, then harrowed
once. Different sections of the felda
have been planted at various times
of the year. The seed will remain
in the ground quite sound until rain
comes and then quickly respond to It,
soon covering
the ground. Unlike
other quick growing grasses,' It Is
relished at all stages of its growth
by stock and does not deleteriously
affect dairy products. It has proved
a wonderful
grass for resisting
drouth and will grow and remain
green when all other grasses, natural
and artificial are burnt up.
The seed of Rhodes grass, which
Is very light and fine, costs $1.00 per
pound and may be had by mail from
B. Harrison, Barrlngbar, New South
Wales.
It requires four or five
sow one acre of land.' The
to
pounds
seed Is sown similarly to other grass
seeds but should not be covered too
This grass has grown well
deeply.
and
there
yielded heavily with a
rainfall of only iten Inches per annum without irrigation. It should do
well in the southern United States,
where it is already very highly spoken of, as well as In California. It
trial of this notwould seem that
able new pasture grass should be
made by the farmers of this locality,
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Pas-palu-

PLEA FOR SUFFRAGE.
Chicago, 111., May 21. Delegates to
the Mississippi Valley Conference of
equal suffragists rallied in Chicago in
force today prepared to give to "the
cause" the greatest Impetus It has
received In this section of the coun
try since the inception of the equal
The women
franchise movement.
of the mid
16
states
from
come
have
dle west and among them are many
leaders of wide reputation. Under the
general theme "Our Problems and
How to Solve Them," two morning,
two afternoon and two evening sessions are to be held at the Hotel La
Salle in this city. The concluding
session Thursday evening will be
transferred to Milwaukee, where an
opportunity will be afforded to help

directly in the camaipgn
sin women for the ballots.

of Wiscon-

VETERANS AT SOUTH "3END.
South Bend, Ind., May 21. Civil
war veterans by the thousands and
other visitors In large numbers are
here' to attend the. annual encamp
ment of the G. A. R, Department of
Indiana, which began today, and is
to continue until Friday. Despite the
fact that the soldiers are so rapidly
lessening in numbers, the encamp- menipromises to be one of the most
successful ever held in this state. An
nual meetings are being held also by
the several auxiliary societies. The
annual parade will bo held tomorrow
and each evening there will be camp

MANY

LARGE

Women who bear children and
hpalthv are those who prepare
their systems In advance of baby's
Unless the motner aias
coming.
work the crisis
nature in its
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
n

NATIONS

pre-nat-

INTERNATION CONGRESS OF NAVIGATION AT PHILADELPHIA
TO BE BIG AFFAIR

help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
tha ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother'!
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
mar not be safely met. Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery tor the mother, and the is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing or ner

Philadelphia, May 21. Delegations
representing more than 20 nations
and consisting of the most noted experts in Inland and ocean navigation
of their respective countries have already arrived in this city and additional delegations are expected to
reach Philadelphia today and tomorrow, in time for the opening of the
of
Twelfth International Congress
Navigation, on Thursday. In accordance wit1 the arrangement of the lo
cal committee In charge of the con
gress the greater part of tomorrow
will be devoted to a general reception
and mutual introduction of the delegates. The congress will hold its
first general meeting at the Metropolitan opera house on Thursday and
it is expetced that President Taft,
who has accepted the honorary presi
dency and has promised to attend
the opening session, will deliver the
Response will be
opening address.
made by M. Alexis Dufourny of Brus
sels, a high officer of the Belgian en
gineer corps, who is one of the former presidents of the international
congress.
This will, be the first time that one
of these congresses is held In the Uni
ted States. Previous congresses have
all been held In Eurote, the last at
St. Petersburg In 1908.
Preceding
this there were similar congress a,t
Intervals of three or four years ii:
Belgium, France, Italy, England, Germany,

Holland

and

Aust.-- i l.

child.

Mother's

Friend ia sold at

a tore a.
drug
Write for our free
book for exnect

Fries:!

ant mothera which contains .much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BBADFIELD

REGULATOR

CO., AtUiU, Ca.

for

all navigation problems
that may rise, because they represent
ing guide

the world's best experience and the
consensus of opinion of ths greatest
experts.
The Invitation to hold the twelfth
accepted
congress in America was
with enthuslsm, because this tountry offers what is largely a new and
finite enormous field fn the attention
of navigation experts and a great
number of new and highly important
problems growing out of the Panama
canal, the Cape Cod and the numerous inland canals and waterways plan
ned or in course of construction in
the United States. The recent Titan
ic, disaster has made the safety of
ocean travel a subject of the most
intense interest to all seafaring nations and the discussion of the various problems suggested by the un-

With

each congress Interest and attend
ance increased as the nations realiz
done.
ed the valuable work
The discussions and conclusions of
these gatherings form the best exist- be-tu-

SEATS FOR HAROLDI RECITAL
BEING RESERVED AT MURPHEY'S

fortunate event will form part of the
program and will undoubtedly occu-- !
py thR attention of the congress for!
some time.
In view of the many,
new and exceedingly important ques- tions to be considered durin? the five
days' session of the congress and In
view, alio, of ths unusually large at-tendance, it Is expected that this
congress will greatly surpass Its pre
decessors In Interest and importance.
It is expected that more than 30
nations of the world will be repre
sented at this congress by official
delegates and in addition by a large
number of unofficial delegates, mostly navigation experts and engineers
prominently identified with Inland or
ocean navigation in their respective
The general presidents
Countries.
of the congress are General C. W.
Raymond, TT. S. A., retired, and General William H. Blxby, the chief of
engineers. Associated with them are
other distinguished engineers and
navigation experts including Colonel
J: C. Sanford, the general secretary of
the congress.
The Canadian delegation includes
Colonel W. P. Anderson, chief engineer of the marine department; John
Kennedy, consulting engineer; F. W.
Cowle, chief engineer of the Montreal
harbor board and J. S. Armstrong, of
Frederlcton, N. B.
The largest foreign delegation will
that of France, which will be headed
by Mr. Vetillart, who is inspector general of' roads and bridges of the
French government and holds the
honorary degree of D. S. from the
University of Pennsylvania. Germany's
will
J. F.
include
delegation
Bubendey, head of the Hamburg har-ho- r
works; George Landsberg of Berlin, and several other noted experts.
b
Great Britaln'a delegation will
headed by Lieutenant Colonel H. A.
Yorke, chief inspector of railroads.
The Belgian delegation will be headthe
ed by G. Helleputte, who was
first president of the navigation congress, and will also Include Micha'-Bogaert and Charles Mertens of
Brussels and Paul Rueff of Antwerp.
Italy will he officially represented by
Sanjust dl Teulada, Carlo Valentin!
and Ignazio Inglese; Sweden by a
delegation headed by Colonel Frederick Wilhelm Hansen, of Stockholm,
president of the Royal Administration
other
of Hydraulic power.
Among
noted delegates will be M. V. E. de
1

and General de Schokalsky
of Russia, M. Zoltan de Kohanyl of
Hungary, Giulio Rota, the noted Italian expert and many others. There
are also many other noted engineers
and navigation experta, not officially
connected- with aT5y delegation who
will attend the sessions of the conTimonoff
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during which you can buy Seasonable Merchandise at astonishing low pricest
Wearing apparel bought this week will greatly reduce
the cost of your summer clothes.

Sato Closed Saturday Evening
ALL WOMEN'S

"

ALL

SUITS

at

DRESSES at

20

PER CENT DISCOUNT
PER CENT DISCOUNT

COLORED WASH GOODS at 20
WOOL DRESS GOODS and SILKS at 20 per cent DISCOUNT
$1 25 LINGERIE WAISTS
.....95c
$2.50

LINGERIE WAISTS

$2.00

$3.00 SILK WAISTS

$2 25

Sale For Cash Only
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Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on orvrite.
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fires with prominent speakers.

COTTON SEED CRUSHERS MEET.
New Orleans, La., May 21. The
annual convention of the Interstate
Cotton Seed Crushers' Association

of cotton sefcd oil was larger the past
year than eer before and that there
was also a Ratifying increase in the
export of tha oil, meal and hulls.

TEXAS SHOOTING TOURNAMENT,
Waco, Texas, May 21. With several score of well known shots partici
pating, the annual tournament of the
Texas Sportsmen's Association began
here today and will continue over
Wednesday and Thursday. The asso-

mef for a three days' session here today with the largest attendance in
the history of the association. South
Carolina, Alabama, Texas, Georgia,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana are represented
The reports
by large delegations.
show that the domestic consumption

BEN HURj HOME DEDICATED.
CrawfordsVllle, Ind., May 21. The
new headquarters building of the Supreme Tribe of Ben Hur, a, fraternal
order founded here in 1894 and which
now has nearly 125,iTO" members, was

v

ciation officials in charge are President R. J. Jackson of Mexia and Sec
retary George Tucker of Brenham.
SPORTSMEN'S

PER CENT DSICOUNT

25

cises in which nearly 1,000 visiting
members took part. Supreme Chief
Royal H. Gerard presided and former Congressman John J. Lentz, of
Columbus, O., delivered the dedication address.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
cbso vi nuuiiig, ijnuu, Dieeuing or
dedicated today with interesting exer Protruding Piles in 8 to 14 days. Bflo.

TOURNAMENT.

Sunbury, Pa., May 21. The tenth
annual meeting and tournament of
the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's
Association opened auspiciously here
Grove
today, with the Sunbury-Selln'- s
Gun club acting as host. Delegations
are in attendance from Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Harrlsburg, York, Brad
ford and numerous other cities.

ill

BISHOP1- DOWLING'S JUBILEE.
Hamilton, O., May 21. A notable
public celebration was held today in
honor of the twenty-fift- h
anniversary
Reserved seat sale has opened at
"Aud which number did you like
of the consecration of Bishop T. J.
store
Haroldl
for
the
the
best?" asked the lady.
Murphey's
Roman
as
drug
of
the
Cath
head
Dowling
"Oh, all of them; every one, for
great Polish violinist who is to ap-- i
olic diocese of Hamilton.
were all just beautiful Italian
pear at the IXincan opera house
morrow evening. Advance reserva-- ' songs."
tion of Beats has been made for all
And so the music of Harold! apparties whose names appear en the peals to different people in different
list which was circulated about the wa," s. While his program represents
several days ago. These seats the violin literature of all nations he
oes
city
.
appetite-Dwill be delieverd to the parties on interprets each selection with
such
that appeal to ygu ? If for
request at Murphey's drug store, or simplicity and beauty of tone that it
. any reason your nerves are all unby "phoning to Mr. Murphey they will tunes itself to the fancy of his every
strung, you feel all fagged out, brain
be delivered to any address.
hearer. To some his numbere are
weary, tired and have no appetite
The music of Harold! appeals to "beautiful Italian songs," to others
don't trust to blind chance to recuperate, but get a
all classes.
An interesting instance they are iyrlcs of other narions or of
bottle of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey at once.
of this truth was given at a concert other days. Haroldl plays and his
It will bring back the sparkle in your eyes, put an
which the brilliant, virtuoso played in auditors listen and dream pictures,
edge on your appetite and give you better digestion. BetSan Francisco not long ago.
each to his fancy
It is this faculty
ter digestion drives more nourishment into the body,
in
the
hundreds
attendance
Among
possessed by this artist that has cans- builds more strength, strengthens the nerves, gives more
upon the recital was an aged Italian ed a noted German critic to refer to
resistance to disease, more energy to the whole system.
of the poorer class. Throughout the ' him as "the poet of the violin." To
It has been the standard of purity and excellence for
program this man had sat In rapt ad-- ; thus be able to sway the emotions
over 50 years; made of carefully selected grain, thormlralon
nd his intense Interest had of an audience Is the height of the
malted
;
wholesome
and pleasant to the taste.
oughly
attracted the attention of those neir artistic. It is this that has made
Sold by all druggists, grocers and liquor dealers or
him. At the close of the recital a Haroldi the Idol of all who have
direct. $1.00 a large bottle. If your dealer cannot suplady ventured to ask him if he had come within the sound of his music,
ply you, write us and we will tell you how to get it.
It. is promised that an Immense gath- .
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
enjoyed the music.
"Oh, yes, yes, Senora, it was su- - erlng will greet the virtuoso when
blime."
,
he appears here.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED G&&DS

r

i

j

Nerves like iron

and a healthy

'

j

i

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
dnly in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

tAt
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CHILD LADOR LAW
KILLED

IN

SENATE
ITS PROVISIONS

WERE
TOO DRASTIC
UPPER HOUSE.

CONSID-ERE-

BY

The Peevish Child
Needs a Laxative
It ts natural for a child to lagh and
play and when it sulks drowsily or
cries you may depend on it something
physical is .the matter. If you see no
evidences of a seriioua ailment you
will not be wrong If you quietly give
It a dose of mild laxative that eveu
ing on putting it to bed.
The remedy most generally recommended for this purpose is Dr.
Syrup Pejisin, which mothers
througout the country have been giving their children for a quarter of a
century. Today thousands of families
are using it where hundreds used it
then ,and' there must be good reason
for this word of mouth recommenda- It is admittedly the perfect laxative
for children, women, old people and
all others who need a gentle bowel
stimulant 'and not a violent salt, cathartic pill or doctored water. Dr.
Coldwell's Syrup
Pepsin will act
gently, and when taken before retir
Cald-wel'-

s

ing will bring complex satisfaction in
the morning. After a short use of
thla remedy all forms of outside aid
can be dispensed with and nature will
again act alone.
Allclassos of good American people
keep its in the home for ills of the
stomach, liver and bowels, and among
the thousands who. have written the
doctor that they will never be without
It are Mrs. G. A. Bates. 246 E. 6th St..
Satt Lake City, Utah, and Mrs. T. E.
Hickman, Temnath, Colo A dose of it
has saved many a person from a serious illness.
Anyone wishing to make a trial or
this remedy before buying It in th
regular way of a druggist at 50 centB
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington, St., Montlcello, 111. Tour
name and address on a postal will do

strucllve debate in which LIewMivn
Catron, Toomtis, Mullens, Tiurg and
others spoke in favor of ttie measure,
and Ropers and Carter spoke la opposition,
House Bill No. IS, containing m
sections wag taken up section by
at 4 P. m. It was introduced by
Burg and provides a code or civil
procedure.

Politics and I
Foliticia ns

DAWSON WILL BE

OiZED HAN KKiS Hi
FRONT OF it TRAIN

ENTERED IN

CLYDE MILLER N OF LUCY,
STANTLY KILLED AT BARR
STATION.

RACE

IN-

were awakened about 1
They
o'clock by the noise of an
oncoming
train. Miller became dazed and confused. Intending to run away from

the train, he ran directly toward it.
McKandles
milled after
co:n
panion and near!, lost his lite in attempting to divert him from ruahlhs
into the train. Miller, however, had
lost his bearing completely and stood
for a second In the center of the
track, where he wag struck by the
pilot A beam hit him on the right
side of the body between the arm and
The young man's body wa
thigh.
carried some distance on the pilot
The engineer stopped the train as
quickly as possible and backed up to
Barr to ascertain the extent of the ac
cident and the reason for lu Mlller'a
lifeless body, with McKandles standing over it to tell the story of the
unfortunate occurrence, soon gava
the trainmen the Information.
The boy' parents have been notified of his death-- and arrived here
last night from"T,ucy to take charge
of the body. Besides his parents and
wife and baby, young Miller has a sister and three brothers, who also live
at Lucy.

Albuquerque, N. M., May 21 AwakFAST DRIVER HAS DECIDED TO
ened from a sounl sleep by the tdisu
PILOT NATIONAL A T IN- of oncoming
Santa Fe passenger
DIANAPOUS.
train No. 809, and dazzled and confused by the fierce glare of an electric
n
Indianapolis, Ind.. Aipy
headlight, Clyde Miller, 21 years old,
the big blue
Natl ma's poke
i
of Lucy, N. M, lost Us life a,t 1
noseg across the btirunr tnpe in the
o'clock yesterday miming at
Barr,
big field of 27 cars :tt ir: Indianapo
nine mlleB
south of Albuquerque.
lis motor speedway,
next Memorial wnen
he rushed in front of the en
day, Jpe Dawson, erstwhl'n Murmon
gine and was struck by a beam of the
pilot, will be seen at the wheel of one
and dragged considerable dis
of them. And wheh the" race is fin pilot
tance, deats being almost instantan
ished thousands of Indianapolis en- eous.
musiasts are hoping that it will be
Young Miller and a, companion, Sid
Joe who receives the first place bllve
ney McKandles, had left Albuquerque
wreath in the shape. of the largest in
the evening, intending to walk to
Piece of prize money that hag ever
a station on the Belait C'lU-lf- ,
Lucy,
been hung up for an automobile race.
where Miller has a wife and babv!
unvvBuu ana we National company
I
wh6re hIs 'ather is town marshal
came to term- - .
fh
.
V
Vuv auov lllUlllCUl, FT.
i
been working at odd
and Dawson eettini? cnainto
JJ0M ,n Albuquerque and Intended u
his car has been reeling off fast
laps walk to Lucy to save
railroad fare.
at the big brick track
Arriving at Barr station, they se
When the Marmon factory announc
MOTHER CRAY'S 1
i. . . uu
cu.1 .umi.
car wouia De entered .n cured some fuel from Ue telegraph
SWEET POWDERS
the Memorial day race, speculation operator and made a fire a Short
FOR CHILDREN;
A OortiTiRIie lor Frr trl.h
from the track. - Tired because
became rife as to what Dawson would
mi,
Headmen;
fctona.rb Tronhlr.,
Tmblnc
do.
It was rumored several vwla of their long walk. Miller and Mc- In
hour
TrrteMr.
At nil DruemAn, S:.ut
ago that Smiling Joe might drive a Kndles Iay do"n anu went fast
u.t . -- ..vck
nwiiipi. nwim rKr.lt. A4ring,
. .
.
. .
asleep.
M.ll
(AjftutxtUul. A. S. OLMSTED, U Ro. N.Y.
auuuai, dui wnen nia name was
connected with the White Six entry
the National talk died down.
AMERICAN CENTRAL
(FIRE) INSURANCE COMPANY
There will be a big sigh of relief
Saint Louis, Mo.
go up from the dopester's
camp
Statement, January 1st, 1912.
when It is known that Dawson has Capital Stock
,,
r
nloVoH . o
rpu

Santa Fe, N, M., May 21. The
senate in a brief session yesterday
afternoon killed the Burg child labor
bill, because, aa Crampton explained,
The soiialiat party has grown less
although tHo bill is a good one, it prein the southern' states than
r::!dly
a
supposes
board of health, juvenile
iu any other section of the country.
courts and other machinery not in
A movement has been started
to
existence in New Mexico and the
make George Ade, the humorist and
time being too short to redraft so
If.ywrlght, the republican candidate
voluminous a measure.
for governor of Indiana.
Lieutenant Governor de Baca was
Knute Nelson of Minnesota is unde
again in the chair.
cided as to whether he will be a can
A protest against
prize fighting
didate' to succeed himself in the Uni
was received from the W. C. T. V. at
ted States senate.
Evanston, III. and a' protest against
Three special trains have been char
the Sumner county bill from Guada- favorable
.
House Bill No. 222 by Qulntana, an tered to carry the "Underwood for
report of the committee on
lupe county.
judiciary, and explanation by Chair- act to amend chapter t3 of the laws president" boomers from Alabama to
man Crampton, killed, as being too of the 37th legislative assembly, pro- the democratic national convention
New Bills.
James Hamilton Lewis, democratic
The following bills were Intro- - drastic.
viding for the division of each counAfter a report by the commission ty into not more than six road dis- candidate for United States senator
duced:
'
from Illinois, is being urged for tem
Senate Bill No. 152, by Holt, relat- on revision, on the Walton-Murratricts.
House BUI No. 219 by Cordova, to porary chairman of the democratic
ing to condemnation proceedings by contest case which caused another
outburst of "characteristic" senator- establish a state Industrial school at national convention.
municipal corporations.
Colorado democrats have delegated
ur near Taos.
Senate Bill No. 153, by Holt, nat- ial' humor the senate adjourned.
House Bill No. 223, by M. E. Iiaca. Mrs. Anna B. Pitzer to cast the vote
ive to. the service of process in The committees on education, finance and state and county indebted- to amend further Bectiou 4137 ot of their state delegation
civil case.
for her
Laws of 1897, relative to the manu brother-in-law- .
Senate Bill No. 134, by Holt, relat ness met immediately" after
Champ Clark, at the
facture and sale of native wines on Baltimore convention.
ing to the recording of deeds and ac
The first statewide primaries In
premises where manufactured.
House.
knowledgments.
House Bill No. 224, by Burg, rela- Maine will be held next month, when
Senate Bill No. 155, by Holt, an act
In anticipation of a change of front
both parties will nominate .candidate
to distribute funds arising from the in the house, there was a
tive to community land grants.
large num
..,,
wouse Bill No. 225, by Burg, to for governor and United States sencollection of delinquent taxes, accru- ber of spectators present. Speaker
'
2,365,103.25
ator.
l
.
o
tn
r
amend
to
laws
reto
the
1911.
court
ing prior
- " "
Baca presided with even more than
prevent
"u
outstandlne" Iobrph
omcrr.
.
conven.....
'
The
l
national
ilil.UJO.i
V.
T,
r!Ml
-prohibition
from
t
porters
law.
u
u
practicing
uno
ror
reserve
euu,
uie any.
customary energy and firmness. It
....B
Taxes and all other liabilities
Reports of Committees.
34,433 68
which
to
second"
Is
the
meet
tion,
No.
Bill
House
226, by Speaker
m mo gaiiio mice years ago
is reported that he will appoint toei aurpius
859,570.26
In
The committee of mines and manuweek
at
will
Atlantic
City,
July
has never been questioned.
night a new steering committee of Baca, providing for the control of a have
a total of 1,484 delegates and
facturing, reported favorably House 27 members whose
can not do classed as a Total Assets
to be land grant in Socorro county.
are
duties
Bill No. 110, for the capping of aban,5,471,662.43
dare-devHouse Bill No. 227, by Llewellyn an equal number of alternates.
driver. He is a product of Surplus to Policy Holders
defined by resolution tomorrow
,2,859,570.26
doned oil and gas wells. The same
democras
will
Massachusetts
urge
and
to
Moreno,
that school of racing that believes
There were petitions' from Rio Pu
appropriate $8,000 for
committee reported against Senate
the selection of Mayor Fizgerald of that a car Bhould be
eblo, Taos county, in favor ot the Cor- a bridge across the Rio Grande in
carefully driven.
Boston to serve aa either permanent Dawson Is a
Bill No. 121, relating to the inspec
FIRE INSURANCE
dova logging bill, and from Roswell Dona Ana county.
past master in taking
or
tion of mines.
Statement January 1, 1912
temporary chairman of the nation care of his tires and his car, and he
House Bill No. 228, by Hilton, to
,
in favor of prohibition.
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS
al convention at Baltimore.
The committee on judiciary report
AGENCY
probably will not deviate from Ms
House Joint Me- amend Chapter 42 of the Lifws of the
Vargas
Dr. Harry Lane,
the democratic cool
1864
Established
ed amendments to Senate Bill No. morial to presented to
37th assembly.
heady driving in the coming Policies secured
congress
modify the Jaw
candidate for United States senator race.
by ASSETS
128, to amend the high license law.
i?k lio
Other Committee Reports.
ji
Many races have been won
the Pueblo Indians, degoverning
from Oregon, Is a grandson of Gen
The committee on education report- ferred to the
The
$ wooioooioo
on
committee
judiciary report
through nursing tires and machine.
on state af
committee
Outstanding Losses
ed Senate Bill No. 94, pfBvlding tor
ed a substitute for House Bill No. '40, eral Joseph Lane, who was Oregon's But, again, the faster the
1,269,357.53
fairs.
pace the Reserve for Reinsurance
one
first
territorial
her
of
the election of city board of educa
'
governor,
the
14,160774 40
time
for
fixing
better Dawson likes It. They can't Reserve
Committee' Reports.
'
holding court in
for taxes not yet due
first senators and a candidate for drive too
tion.
200 000 00
fast for him.
The judiciary cobimittee reported tne.sixtn judicial district. It recom vice
et Surp,us
on
the
The committee on constitutional
.president
Breckirenrldge
mended
M19J0M8
the passage of Senate Bill
"I want to win that race, so I am
all but three or ftur bills
In its
Surplus to Policy Holders
amendments reported favorably, the
9,819,707.48
to protect electric powef ticket In 1860.
nere with my sleeves rolled up, if
cnarge and other committees gave ev- Po.
Roose
event
In
of
the
Theodore
language clause amendment, to
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journed to Tuesday afternoon.
Case 1463, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee vs. Enos R. Hart, appellant,
reversed and remanded.
Case 1443, Eugene F. Hardwick, appellee, vs. James W. Rice, appellant,
mo ion denied.
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other logical measures have failed.
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for tOest interest of the port In
the Cbbb ctifee, even though It may he
admitted that "tjie Georgia peach'
wag aNwely provokJl. But the actor
on the stage who went down into
audience and slugged a hostile critic
would hardly be upheld by any reminded person. There is really no
reason why the same fairness should
not be extended to opposing teams
as to the homo team by' the spectat
ors, but it Is not and conditions must
be dealt with as they exist. Base
ball rowdyism should be stamped out,
even at the expense of incidental Individual hardship,
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After his collapse of last Friday, it
had been feared that Richeson would
not be able to stand the final strain,
but on the way from his cell to the
execution chamber his ateps did not
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as to his faith in God, put o him by
his spiritual advisers, calmly. ,
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an old player, and when they go be- M g
an(J Lietltenant c H. De- - to relatives, it was necessary for Dr.
morning the petit Jury panel was comdig- to have tendered George B. Magrath, medical examiner
yond the bounds of decency the
Bremond are
pleted. The personnel of the Juries
Singular Inscription.
nlfied and sensible th.ng to do is to
reBlgnationB t0 tbe governor and of Suffolk county, to perform the au- is as follows;
.
the Temple clocks, In Lon
Under
truth
The
call for police assistance.
General A. s. Brookes, is be- - .topsy required by law. This he plan
a
is
Adjutant
fore
don,
singular inscription, the
Hallet
Raynolds,
Grand
jury
ls that the police ought to be called
be hanging on the ,.agged ned to do. during the forenoon.
Abelino Jara origin of which was an accident.
Flores,
Gregorio
man;
iu.-much oftener man mey are,
urt of jn.
e(Jge of ft court martlali a
Reports that the brain and other or millo, Ramon Apodaca, Gumesindo Or Nearly 200 years ago a workman was
and put a new
is always a portion of the spectators
department or sum-wh- gans of the executed man might be tiz, Telesfor Archuleta. Ricardo Gal- - employed to repair
bjr the
face upon the clock, and when his
and
medical
institutions
the
imagine that the payment of mary dlsmlBsal ,by Governor W. C.
to
given
Montano, Jose F work was nearly done, he asked the
legos, Florencio
admission fee entitles them to Donald To all thl8 t1ie governor
medical specialists for examination
Francisco
Griego, Manuel officials of the Temple for an appropri
urnAragon,
and abuse players and
.No charges have been made and Btudy, were declared untrue by Chavez. Prudencio Gauna, Antonio ate motto to carve upon its base.
plieg;
"hula- General DrookeB is away. I Dr. Magrath. Richeson's body will
(& me
pires without limit and make
promised to think of one, and'
Gallegns, Santiago Baca, Pedro Ortiz, Thy
week after week he came for their
ances of themselves generally.
be taken back to his old home in Vir
do not care to discuss it he matter."
Basilio Griego, Rafael C.' Lucero decision, but was always put off.
g,, far ag tne governor is concerned ginia and if his wishes are caried out John A.
The players who "struck" because
Papen, Callotano Torres, LaOne day ha found them at dinner.
by the presl- thls Btatement sets at rest the possi- will be buried in the little cemetery bato Sena, Felipe Montoya.
ty Cobb was suspended
motto shall I put on the clock,
"What
a
The last
biliy of official action unless charges at Amherst court house.
dent of the league are acting from
Petit jury Manuel Cordova, Anda- your lordship?" he asked of a learned
words as the remains are committed lecio
hut mistaken impulse. They are officially preferred.
!.,,,
Rihera, Tomas Martinez, Balen- Judge.
HerRoswell
same
Rev.
be
will
to
said
to
righTTot
the
are
the
about
by
your, business!" his
"Oh,
go
asserting
grave
According
PascffTTT Crespin,
Juan
imagine they
tin
Sandoval,
A believe bert S. Johnson of Boston, who acted
honor cried, angrily.
. members of Battery
which they are being deprived,' but
de Jesus Duran, Carlos Rivera, San
"A very suitable motto, for a lazy,
are
been
after
adviser
has
Brookes
guilty
as
Richeson's
is
General
that
that
players
spiritual
fact
the Plain
Crespin, Santiago . Lopez, Fer- dawdling gang," the clockmaker mut
tiago
in
One
commit
house.
to
death
gaining he was taken
the
of questionable methods
never suspended unless they
minlo Benavldez, Jose O. Varela, Na- tered, as he retired. Then he bad
some overt and flagrant offense. Sus his appointment, even charging the of the last requests made by Richeson bor Buslage, J. C. Schlott, Ambroslo carved on the base, "Go about your
may head of the state military organiza- was that Mr. Johnson accompany the
pensipn .pending Investigation
Candelarlo, Porflrlo Marquez, Deme- - business I"
if tion with having threatened certain body to Virginia.
Mr. Johnson also
for
ana
Just,
wise
not always be
trio
Silva, Vfncente Fresquez y Trujll
wih dishon- will carry messages from the executthe suspended player is exonerated members o& the battery
Alarid, Jose Inez Garcia,
Discretion an Asset,
lo,
Epimenlo
the irreatest injury may have been orable discharge, for having supported ed murderer to his relatives.
In this country consternation has
Vivian begura, Nestor
Pedro
Griego,
con
the
in
for
no
will, but
Richeson left
sustained by the club to which he contain M.urrav's candidacy
Vicente been created at times by discriminaRlbera,
Montano, Lorenzo
versations with Mr. Johnson and Wil
tion against men .over thirty-fivIt even ffiemB superficially posUion of adjutant general. .
belongs.
Baca.
Made Yet
his
counsel,
A.
liam
t Appointment
to
Morse,
be
during
not
No
seeking employment from railway and
club
ought
that the
Yesterday afternoon the rights of other corporations. In England there
Curry the hours preceding his death, he gave
A message from Governor
Al
tor the acts of an individual
were
conferred
upon
are employers who hardly credit indito says: "No appointments for any of directions as to the disposition of his citizenship
memoer, but suspension Sppeara
with having
bert Edward Hayward, formerly a cik viduals under thirty-fiv- e
Riche
made."
His
been
effects.
is
have
offices
It
library
land
the
personal
be the only effective remedy.
of Great Britain, after a hearing attained the age of discretion. It la
Izen
CURRY.
to"
friends.
GEORGE
clerical
son left
has any of
court. This afternoon Kev. interesting to note that the British
very rarely that a player
The execution of Richeson is sa,id In open
upon
Court
iniringed
postoffice
department, which has
"Supreme
rights
substantial
his
most Father Marra expected to appear for taken over the operation of all the telto
been
the
have
Reed
witnesses
for
ex
rel
need
by
State
1487,
no
No.
case
In
pressing
nd there is
examination for citizenship papers. U
The player who Holloman vs. T. D. Lieb, an election successful of any of the 14 that have was announced at noon that the case ephones in the country, is considering
the advisability of replacing young
state
3 been held at the
prison since
cannot keep bis temper in trying sit contest, time was extended to June
of Juan Branch, charged with imper women operators by older women, esIt
was
chair
electric
adopted.
the
widows. It is held that the
uations Is weak in a very Important to file answer.
to apply the cur sonating an' officer,- likely"wT5uld be pecially
women have steadier nerves and
In Case 1443, motion for rehearing was only necessary
older
The
W
trial
respect Under no circumstances
grand jury are
rent once and less than 15 minutes brought up. . ia . V ! better fitted to deal with fractious
in.
41vjt
should he take into his own hands denied.
wi
was expeciu iu urmg iu !
and
the
"Ufer
party
Warden
subscribers. Milwaukee Wisconsin,
etc..
Ertdges
"1413
.Western
College,
fti
Mill
n..niniimmt of offenses against
the
afternoon
dictrrtents 'during
,..
.mo At. least until the appellee, vs. J. W. Turknett, appellant of witnesses left the prison office,
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"FORT"

HIED

E E IT

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve
cretables From Field to Can

GOODS

14.

I

r.nthi

i

II

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

For

Noted

.

.

he Same Day.

QUALITY PURITY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GBOGER FOR "FORT" BRAND

o

-

AT YOUR DOOR

FOLLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

-

JUr-Colon-

s

'

w

OVERLAND HCDEL 59
Telephone

or call and we will have our' demonstrator

show you.

Las Vegas ..Automobile

h

.

rf,,ivur

o

J

Macfiine

Whalen,

Phjne Main 344.

&

Co.'

Fowler Props

ft SPSffiU '8E39DGD8

.

mo

R

OF FOULARD

SILK DRESSES

All The New Shades of the Summer Color Card Just the
Dress for Street Wear Only a limited quantity here While
they last

Mc-the- ir

;

lt

.

S7.75$8.50-$- 9

and $10

Ladies' Guaranteed Gloves-a- ll

Sizes

$1.25 Per Pair

,

pa-ji-

-

.

'

e

pen-alfze- d

A

NOBBY FOOTWEAR
We are showing everything that the Season has brought
forth in New Pumps and Shoes, Na Buck High and Low
Shoes, Canvass Pumps, Satin, Patent vici, Gunmetal and
Suede Pumps

$3.5(1 to $5.00
'The

Store of Quality"
7 A
,

A

E.LasVegas.

h.m:
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MONDAY HE NOTIFIES CURLEY

GIVE

Alfred O. Kroenlg of Optimo was
Lu Vegas today on business.
Leo M. Tipton has returned from
a short business trip to Taos.
See the attractive commencement
booka at Murphey's drag store.
John W. Hartman was in Las Vegas YOUNG PEOPLE OF MUSIC DE
PARTMENT OF NORMAL SHOW
today from his farm on the mesa.
THEIR TALENT
Mlt'g Bessie Wood was a visitor in
hf.-Las VejaiB today frota
home In
A rerital, which. ..reflected
much
Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. H. AicMahou of tbis credit upon the school in general and
city were visitors In Santa Fe yes- especially upon the department of
Instrumental music of which Miss
terday.
Marguerite Cluxton Is the head, was
to
went
E.
Elmer
Veeder
Attorney
Santa Fe yeBterday on a short busi- given last night in the Normal Uni
versity hall by the pupils of the de
ness trip.
R. Gemricher, the merchant cf Ona- - partment. An excellent program, one
to advantage ithe
va, wag in Lag Vegas today purchas which brought out
wonderful progress being made by this
ing supplies.
William Kroenig came in yesterday department of the school, was renafternoon "from his home m Watrous dered and the good sized audience
the entertain
thoroughly enjoyed
'
on business. '
Finest custom shoe repairing, work ment.
The program was divided Into two
Hedgcock's,
manship unexcelled.
in the first half the pupils
par
Douglas avenue.
who
been studying about a year,
have
Joseph L. Matt was 'n Las Vegas
In the art, appear
that
is,
beginners
Blake
from
mine
the
today
Coppo"
The
was participated
ed.
half
oiher
at Tres Hermanos.
A big line of commencement and In by the more polished musicians,
who have been pupils of Miss
gift books for graduation .presents at those
Cluxton and the Normal music destore.
Murphey's drug
E. A. Davis of Albuquvmo came partment for several years. With the
in last night from the Ouko City on exception of a violin solo by Miss Maureen Harper all of the numbers on
a short business trip.
were piano solos.
Harry Mosalman of Beuluh was a the program
The first half of the program was
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday, re
well rendered and all of ithe pupils
turning home this morning.
Colouel R. E. Twltchell, assistant showed promise as musicians, some
Santa Fe solicitor in New Mexico, of the numbers neing unusually good,
Both
was in Santa Fe yesterday and to- and their expression excellent.
their
teacher,
and
the
performers
day on legal business.
are to be congratulatDr. Peter Duke and party of four Miss Cluxton,
success of the recital.
ed
the
upon
left thjs morning for Santa Fe, makThe program is as follows:
Dr.
the
Duket's
overland
in
ing
trip
Part I
big Bulck touring car.
H. Engelman
Captain
Jolly
ithe
new
See
spring styles in Queen
Romero
Guadalupe
Quality oxfords, strap slippers and
John Martin
Yellow Panzy
pumps. Prices from $2.50 to. $3.50 at
Blattman
Nancy
Hedscock'e.
,
Jackson
Dan Bloome, a well known travel' Alice, Where Art Thou?
Luella Condon
a
furnish'
men's
man,
representing
ing
.Wenrich
Moon Kisses
lng house of St. Louis, was in Las
Nettie Shoemaker
Vegas yesterday and today . visiting
P Wenrich
Dancing Wavelets.'.
tb trade.
'
Blattman
Emily
C. L. CUne, Santa Fe claim adjust

" '

JOHNSON WILL ARRIVE HERE ON

in

The man who duet the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who know how
ad why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

RECITAL

WINTERS DRUB CO.
Phone Maiu

U

.

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
30 inch fast colored figured

Batiste in light and dark
terns at 10c a yard.

pat-

40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all .
colors at 15 & yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.

Hoffman

&

Graiif th

(The Popular Priced Store)
Of

The New Uet He Patterns

G. F. Moye,
W. Beeman were

Cafe Be Luxe
I
I
I
Ix
I

'

REGULAR DINNER

'

25o

SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

BARNES & RUSH,

J. C. Hurlman and
in Santa Fe yester
day appearing as witnesses in a case
before the United States court
H. F. Tllton arrived yesterday frnm
C lorieta, .vhere Juj..
m&rnjojecin
the commissary department of the
convict road camp. Mr. Tllton has
resigned Ms position and will remain

Props.

.Brinkman

Far Away...

er:

Phone Plain. 104.

f

s"

Melody

Rosa Condon
of Love
...Engelman
Edwin Rosenthal

Part
Breeze

Murmuring
"

-

feomtTnc

Syd. Smith
--

'

I

i

:

-

-

!

'
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NO BISHOP CHOSEN
Minneapolis, May 21 With no election declared, Dr. T. S. Henderson ot
New York, East conference, was
high man on the ninth 'ballot in the
fight for a place on the board of
bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
church. Dr. Henderson received 451

votes,

616

being necessary to elect

W. A. Shepard, r Chicago, was sec
on with 448, and R. J. Cooke, ot New

third, with 353.
Another ballot was taken lmme.
diately and an adjourned session was
called for late this afternoon to hear
the teller's report. Among the high
men on the ninth ballot were F. J.
McConnell, Greencaatle, Indiana, 341;
F. D. Leete, Detroit, Michigan, 337;
N. Luccock, Kansas City, Mo., 334;
W. H. Crawford, Meadvllle, Pennsylv.
Yoritf

JACK JOHNSON

HURLING

MEDICINE

BALL IN HIS CHICAGO GYMNASIUM

fists. The Forsythe ranch is on a perfect highway and Johnson's benzine
Accompanied by his train- buggy can negotiate the trip to town
in no time. The ranch 'several miles
era Jack Johnson, heavyweight
remote from the Flynn camp and
champion of the world, will
arrive In Las Vegas Monday w there is no danger of the two huskies
morning on the California Lim- meeting each other while out on their
ited. The black man will leave
long road trips.
It Is believed here that Johnson,
Chicago Saturday evening and
will come, straight through, ac- though apparently delaying his arrival unwarrantedly, is training carecording to a message received
this morning By Promoter
fully some place In Chicago and that
he Is not neglecting lg preparation
Jack Curley. Johnson's mes- for the Bout with Flynn to such an
sage crossed a night letter
sent by Curley to Johnson last
extent as mtght be Imagined. Johnson Is a wily gent and it would be
night, in which Curley inqulr- ed when the champion expect- just like him to attempt to slip one
over on Flynn, who asserts that eved to get here. Johnson's
statement will be a denial of
ery day Johnson delays his arrival
In this high altitude and puts off
the report circulated by .cer- tain envious persons In tHfe- training is to the advantage of the
-- iast that
the Johnson-Flynmemo ireman. Flynn is supreme
fiout would never be pulley
ly confident, perhaps a little too
off. All arrangements now are
much so. But, whatever may be said
smade and there Is" nothing to
of him, he is game and hard as nails;
do but look after the minor
a combination that may prove sucdetails. Curley ana Local
cessful and which is sure to guaranPromoter Charles O'Malley are
tee the fans the worth of their monJohnson also Jn-jubilanf.
ey in fighting.
formed Curley he Would leave
Curley and Flynn, accompanied by
the selection of training quar- me uauer'B sparring partner. All
ters to the big promoter's
Williams, will leave here tomorrow
Judgment.
Curley this after- aiternoon on train No. 1 for Albu
noon took a trip to all avail- querque, where Flynn and WHTTSISs
able Bites. He is partial, how- will put on a bout for the entertain
ever, to the Forsythe ranch on
mem or tne firemen's convention
the Los Alamos road.
Thursday night.

tion, which were alleged to have been
in operation during the
early years
of the last decade. These associations

are held by the government to have
been Illegal polls organized to fix
prices and restrain trade and to have
included in their membership subsidiaries of the United States Steel
corporation.
Among the concerns in the pools,
the government contendsaa UT6 Illinois Steel company, the
Carnegie
Steel company, and the American
Steel and Wire company.
Langan
testified that the structural steel association fixed prices by agreement.
This arrangement was in
operation
he said, until 1906, the year he left
the employ of Temple! Practically
the same regulations were adoptod
and maintained, the witness said, by
the plate association.

n

Wallenhaupt
Styrlenne
Ida Harper
Whlsnerlne of the Pines. . .H. Kinder
in Las Vegas.
js";
Ruth Neafus s
Choice of all my tailor i;mde hats
Schraedlck
Concerto (violin solo)
for $6.00 each, to make room for my
Maureen
Harper
kodak stock. Mrs. L. ?. Wright, 509
.
Fifth Nocturne
.Leybach
Sixth street.
Marie Romero
Thomlas Doran, manage of the
Rapsodia Zingara ....Neman Necke
Moutezuma hotel in Santa Fe, and I
Lola Hixenbaugh
W. Walker the automobile man of
.Walter .Rolf e
Garden of Love
the Capital City, passed through Las
McArthur
Mary
6 en
Vegas last night in a Kissell
Fr. Liszt
Rhapsody No. 2
route from Trinidad to the Ancient
Ethel Harper
City.
McDowell
Etude
Mrs. H, E. Fell, accompanied by
Maureen Harper
afher daughter, Dorothy, left this
ternoon for .her home in Raton, after
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Los Alamos, eight miles northeast
spending several weeks in Las Vegas
New York, May 21. .Dullness and of
Mrs.
Mr.
and
her
of
the gUest
parents,
Las Vegas, likely will Be the nearirregularity were the main character est habitation to the training quar
Charles Tamme.
istics of today's early stock market ters of Jack
lillmer; Fowler, of the Im Vegas
Johnson, heavyweight
Automobile and Machine shop, has With some hardening of prices later champion of the world, who Is to de
weakness Jn Canadian Pacific fend Sis title here
gone to Denver to get the Overland early
against Jimmle
35 touring car, which will he deliver followed another break in that stock Flynn, the Pueblo fireman, on July 4.
ed to D. ,T, Hosklns, cashier of the abroad. The movement in the stand- Promoter Jack Curley yesterday afSan jMiguel National bank through ard shares was exceedingly narrow. ternoon journeyed in his automobile
in copthe machine shop, local agent for the Another fractional advance
to the ranch of Frank Forsythe, six
Mr. Fowler will per metal appeared to exercise no In- miles from this city on the Los AlaOverland company.
leave "Denver in the car tomorrow and fluence. Bonds were steady.
mos road. He inspected the premises
High priced specialties were buoy and found them ideal. He also found
Is expected in Las Vegas Friday. t
on
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKlule7 and ant and advanced sensationally
Mr. Forsythe perfectly' willing to alTobacco
The
group
light
dealings.
auer
ot
son,
rnoenix, Arizona,
low Johnson to use his farm as a
pending' Sunday in Las Vegas, left advanced two to six points and Sears, EFalning camp. Curley at once wired
Roebuck
Renewal of weakness
yesterday, continuing thor automoJohnson, telling him the advantages
ile trip from their home to New in Lehigh Valley and Reading, which of the place and urging hfrn to reply
York. Mr. McKlnley Is president or went lower than in the early part of at once as to whether the place
the McKinlev Mining company of the session, were the only features of should be reserved for him. The meslater' afiternoon. The market
Phoenix, and a member of the good ther
sage 'also urged Johnson, In BI1H- ;
He stopped in La closed steady.
roads commission.
ken's
name, to let Curley know when
Rubber declined sharply on anVefrnH to see Charles Rosenthal on
to arrive here.
he
expects
nouncement of the proposed 20. per
business.
ranch has many ad
The
Forsythe
A big fresh assortment of Liggett's cent stock, dividend and retirement vantages. The buildings
are large
tof
soon
second
the
hut
preferred,
and Huvler's candles just receivea
Is plenty 'of water,
there
and
roomy,
was
for commencement, week at Murphey's made partial revovery. Reading
a short distance away there Is a lake
'
again weak In ithe late trading. Smeltstore.
drug
In which there are some excellent
The closing, sales
ing was strong.
"Mr. Forsythe is a fancier
and
bass
for the day were as follows:'
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
of high grade chickens. Of course,
83
Copper
Amalgamated
Chicago, May 21. Cattle Receipt
Mr. Forsythe keeps his" chicken coop
106
American
Beet
Sugar
6.1vtf
500; market Blo'w." BTeves
at night, but he always kills
Great Northern
.......131 locked
.40; Texas steers $6.007.85; wesv
a couple of fowls for Sunday dinner
York
..119
New
Central
ern steers $6.258.tT0;"TWcers and
he might Invite Johnson to dine
......120 and
feeders $4.40 7.100;. cows "and belt- - Northern Paclfio
with him on some sunshiny Sabbath.
174
Reading
era la.iusis.uu; caives o.aom'o.io.
In the immediate neighborhood Colmarnet Southern Paciflo ..............111
11,000;
Hogs Receipts
onel "Buffalo" Jones has a large nerd
Union Pacific
.,....'.....170
slow and steady. Lights $7.257.76;
oft buffalo.
If Johnson feels like
70
United Sitatea Steel .,
minted
heavy $7.35
$7.S57.85;
strenuous
a
stunt, he may he
tackling
United States Steel, pfd. ......111
.85; rough $7.357.55; pigs $5
avowed to try to ride one of these
sales $7.BD7.80.
Mr. Forsythe lived In New
It would surprise yon to know of critters,
maricet
12,000;
Sheep Receipts
4s Being done by Mexico in the good old days wben
the
that
great
good
steady to 10 cents higher. Native Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Dow- there was lots of range country and
western
$4.006.35; ney, of Newberg Junction, N. B, the Indian's" and bad men were thick
$3.756.30;
yearlings $,"..357.35; lambs, native, writes "My wife has been using In every locality. He can tell MIstah
Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them Johnslng of some strenuous gun
$j.008.75: western $5.50,9.0O.
lots of
very effectual and doing
in exchange for some of the
good." If you have any trouble with fights
your stomach o- - bowelg prlve them a black man's stories of the squared
Everybody reads Tb Optic.
trial. For sale by all dealers.
ring in which men battle with their
Valse
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Read The Optic.

vanla, 325.
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Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N.
so severe a cough that it nearly
choked her to death. Mr Allen says:
M-h-

FOR RENT
Ten rooms in Union Block, oyer
Graaf and Hayward Co. Rent reasonable to right party. Call Quick. THE
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPORATION.

mm.

GRADUATION PRESENTS

-T-

O

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
ATTAICHERFS
PHONE"

'

.

VEGAS 340

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

STEEL HEARING RESUMED.
new xonc. May 21. Hearings in
the federal suit to dissolve the United
States Steel corporation under the
Sherman anti-trulaw were resumed
foday with John C. Langan of Brooklyn, formerly private secretary for
U. C. Temple, on the stand.
the witness said, was
Temple,
"commissioner" of the plate association and the structural steel' assocla- -

TAUPERT'S

st

'

.if

It is Easiest to Choose
,
From a Full Assortment
-

Capital Paid in

6.

Dh'.fcl

AT

'

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

'

,

OF

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

RiPY WHISKEY

OLD

CCOiSHlDEN BEER OIL
--

L1 AUGH- T-

All BraDeW of Bottled

,

Beer

$jm iionded .Whiskies
Vthiily Trade Solicited

133 lor

Pjione Vejas
Wines, Liquors or Beer

Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR RENT
modern:

( rooms furnished house,
Inquire at Optic office.

r- -

M.CUNNINOHAn, President

FRANK SPHINOER,

T.

HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID

OIS

TIME DEPOSITS

V

Lxs Vegas Savings Bank
,

s

...

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the Saa Migtiel National Bank

6.90;-lulfc--

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis

ad

"We tried many things without helping her when By good luck 1 got a Bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It helped her at once and finally cured her. It is the Best medicine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer,
Red Cross Drug Co.

,

BHAIDS AND PUFFS MADE

,

Cuhler

The discovery of a new species ol
earthworm may awake but a languid
Interest In the layman a niina, yel
those minute studies of the humble
works of nature that result in bring
unrecognized
ing to light previously
inhabitants of the soli really possess
a very high degree ot interest, since
they often Indicate unsuspected processes wherpby the earth Is kept In
a condition to be the home and nour-lshe-r
of man.
Darwin surprised the general reading public by his revelations of ths
indispensable role played by the humble earthworm in cultivating the soil.
He Bhowed how the strength of a
a
pigmy was changed into that of
giant by the virtue of numbers and ol
Industry, so that the richest soil was
turned over and over again by the labors of earthwormB and thus kept In a
fertile condition.
When, however, Darwin discovered
the importance of the work done by
,
worms, he was not aware of the ex-istence of more than eight or ten
species in Great Britain. Now, owing
to the labors of students who have devoted their time to the study ol
earthworms in that country, at least
twenty different species are known,
and a vast amount of interesting
has been gathered concerning their character and habits.
It might be thought that there Is
not much difference among worms,
but, as a matter of fact, there is far
more difference than exists among
many more pretentious forms of animal life.
Short worms and long
worms; worms that climb trees, and
others that never leave the ground;
worms whose color is green, brown,
rose red and iridescent, and some that
are described by the enthusiastic and

Short Sleeves and No Cellars Will Be
the Rule Vary Little Trimming
"
on Hat Wrap Continue
8hort In Length.
The llttU maid's dressy summer
frock Is itlU to b eollwless and short
leered, but when this cut la unbecom-.higin- g
to a child, as It would bs for a
thin little maid not in the test of
health. It la an easy enough matter
to add a gulmpe and undersleeve of
tacked or plain net to either style.
In point of coata and headgear, the
mother who wants her child to look
Well must surely consider the styles
set forth by the Juvenile shops, for
lomehow these people seem to get the
best Ideas going for children's wraps
and millinery. There is a delicious
sklmplness about the trimmings of
the little bats Just enough and no
tnore and while suggesting the adult
tuts of older garments the wraps are
also simple and bewitching. With
the long coat there Is a tendency to
round the fronts of all, but If called
"long" the wrap Is still some Inches
short of the skirt bottom and often
Quite as short as the knees. For
dressy use one shop showed a number
of these curtailed coats in pongees of
various sorts, silk, poplin, satin and
fined veiling.
The pongee affairs
sported deep collars and cuffs of the
popular ratine lace, the collars often
with the deep back dip used for the
Quaker model, and the cuffs in a
straight, loose piece merely buttoning
over the bottom of the sleeves. With
the plain satins and silks, which were
la every color as well as In black.
there was sometimes an under collar
In a stripe, this and a touch of the
same on the sleeves giving the coat
a very dashing appearance.
A favorite bat of the season Is
nhown in the picture, the two pretty
tittle mushrooms being the sort of
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THE ELKS'
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THOMAS J. MORTIMER
EXPERT SEOE REPAIRING

S12 DOUGLA S
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.
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CENTRAL HOTEL
tins. n. flint, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

Wlggs Does he ever take chancesT
Dlggs When be can get them.
A HOT ONE

,

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

(rr?

'

Try

Lingerie Hats the Wee Lassie
With
Her Little Wash
Frocks.

Wears

teadgear liked tor little maids

who

will spend a good part of their time
In the country or else wear rather
simple wash frocks all summer long
In town. The top hat is of white
linen with a
edge and
a garnish of pink satin ribbon. The
tower one la of white' duck, braided
and embroidered, and of course each
hat may be unbuttoned from the crown
hand-scallope- d

'for

laundering.

This washable species ot milliner;
wee girls
twho soon ruin more elegant hats,
and despite Us simplicity such millinery has, nevertheless, a very choice
air. The dainty little hats can easily
be made at home, and if there Is no
gift for the embroidery and braiding
stitching may finish the edgs.

'

Is very convenient for the

'

square
tablecloth on a round table, but It Is
wise to use one that has an
design or a round one, says the Ladles'
Home Journal. A square cloth that
has a round design that is, one converging from a circle near the edge
all-ov-

'

of the fable toward the center Is the
prettiest on a round table. Very pretty designs of this kind have contained
flowers, such as chrysanthemums, daffodils, etc., gathered together In a cir
cle around the center piece; the stems
stretching toward the sides of the ta
ble. Some hostesses take pride in hav
ing the natural flowers in the center
of the table match the flowers In the
table cloth.
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CALL
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On right shoulder
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CHAPMAN

MhPi

ORDERS AND RECULAR DINNERS

GOODS

LCiOf-.- t

OBTAINABLE

L A. F.

NO

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

(A

ADVER

i

npp

Ave
Phone Main 447
Garagje

"agggf'Trip,

1

Business

Herman, W. M.;

.

DOKADO

E.fc.

KNIGHTS
s.

i.

AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
on the market. Arizona
Sales
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.

For Rent
CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales

Ear mark

,

.

1202

Stables-Goo- d

FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
rooms
for light
housekeeping.
Good location.
Price right Cutler

Brothers.

for 3ao

1.
NO.
LODGE
PYTHIAS Meet
every Monday
Halt
a!" ,n

Knights are

viKltinK

V-.-

invited

r.

R. Murray,

'

tir.

Invited.
Liebaoa- nee110r

E.

usts.
,,1.
'
a

(,.jiimnJr.

Harry
Martin, Keeper
&ud

P. O

B.

ELKS

Sa'.

cDd

Meets

if
fourth Tuesday eenin
v
bill
month at O. R.
G-in'f'ed.
brothers are cordi:iy
H. Hunker, Exalted fiutr: D
Condon, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS ORegmUr convoca
ATTOKNEYH
tion first Monday in each
month at Maaonlo TemHUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at 7:10 p. m. K. R. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. iii.n
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
at Lav.
Attorney
Blood, Secretary.
New Meii
Las Vegas,
RANSFORD CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

first and third Fridays In
Masoalo Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mm George Trips,
Arrive
Secretary. Phone Main v, 120
No. 2
Grand avenue.
BROTHERHOOD

lccal

at
at
Visiting members are
welcome, m E. Gehring,

101 Meets every Monday night
O. R. C. HalL on Douglas avenue,
8

o'clock.
cordially

president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasarer.

m im

EAST BOUND

:10
No. 4
11:05
No. 8.... 1:15
NO.
No. 10
1:45

p. m

p m
a. m
p. m

:1

t

p. m

11:10 p. s-1:Z5 a.
2:10 p. at

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.......l:4i p. m
6:10 a. m.......6:16 p. nv
4:50 p.
4:40 p. m
7:00 p. aa
6:35 p. m.

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

MODERN

WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Meet In the forest of broth erl
love at Woodmen of the Won
hall, on the second and fourth i
day of each month at 8 p. m- C. CU
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vl:
ing neighbors are especially
"
come and cordially invited.
-

Rigs & Prompt Service
National Ave
Phone Main 71

HANDLED

Ctle

"y

f4

WANTED People to try the three
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat
Iln, of toe Gatlln Institute of Trim
dad, Colo. Located at 938 Colum
FRATERNAL
bia avenue.

All Kinds of Wagon and
Carriage Material

OF

broth-

Vlsitins

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
n KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- ' iular oooclave aecoad T"
day In each month at Ma
sonic, Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. V.
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Cfcaa. Tamme,
corder.

Wanted

II. Lorenzen

ALWAYS

Secretary.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a tine.
No ad to occupy Isss space than two
lines. All advertla menta charged
will be booked at apace actually set.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
pip

N. O.

A

K M. Reuir communication first and
third ThuxeJay In task

A

(!)

O L U M NJ

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
"Hello, Bill" a Cheery Salutation First may concern that 'tb
following 6&
Heard at Minneapolis Reunion
animal was taken up by
scribed
estray
of 1897.
Dallas B. Jones, Carlsbad.
One gray horse about 13
Eleven o'clock Is Elkdom'a "hour of
recollection," when a toast is drunk hands high, weighing about 650 lbs
"to our absent brothers." The cus- ten or 14 years old.
tom is said to have originated with
Branded
George McDonald, one of the original
On left hip
Elks.
The mottoes of the order are
Said animal being unknown to this
"To do unto others as we would they
should do unto us," and "The faults ot Board, unless claimed by owner on or
our brothers we write upon the sand; before June 5, 1312, said date being
their virtues upon tablets of love and 10
days after last appearance of this
memory."
The call ot one Elk to another, by advertisement, said estray will be sold
which he Is recognized In any forest by this Board for the benefit of the
(of palms or otherwise) is "Hello, owner when found.
BUI." William Goddard of MinneapoCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
lis lodge, No. 44, Is the original "HelAlbuquerque, N. M.
lo, Bill" of Elkdom, and this cheery 1st pub. May 14, lasit pub. May 24, '12
salutation, which has found Its way
round the world, originated in MinneEstray Advertisement
apolis during the Elks' national reNotice
is hereby given to whom It
In
Goddard
1897.
union In that city
concern
that the following de
may
was chairman of the finance commit
tee and a member of practically every scribed estray animal was taken up by
other committee having In charge the M. P. Tabner, Silver City,
One gray horse about 1
arrangements for the reunion. Others
but Billy years old.
might slight their work,
Goddard was always to be found at
Branded
committee headquarters.
On left thigh
When any visiting Elk sought Infor
pK:'j
mation It was a constant repetition of
Said animal being unknown to this
"Go over and ask Billy Goddard,"
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"Billy, can tell you," "See Billy; he
knows." And the visiting Elk fell before June 5, 1912, Baid date being
naturally into the formula, "Hello, 10 days after, last appearance of this
Bill. I was told to see you." The advertisement, said estray will be sold
phrase caught on. It spread like a by this Board for the benefit of the
prairie fire over the convention city. owner when found.
Elks who never before had seen each
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
other's faces greeted each other on
Albuquerque, N M.
corridors
in
the hotel
the streets and
with a cheery "Hello, Bill," and now 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
when one Elk meets another, from the
Estray Advertisement
bright lights of Broadway to far away
Juneau or Skagway, Alaska, the most
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
distant of Elk towns, it's "Hello, may concern that tie followlus; de
Bill." Hampton's Magazine.
scribed estray animal was taken rip by
N. Aubert, Stanley, N. M.
One dark brown
Ultra Violet Rays Purify Air.
horse,
At a recent meetia of the Compar black tall and mane,1 about 9 yearn
ative Pathology society at, Paris M old, weighing about 900 lbs., 15 hand?
Daniel Berthelot brought out the iici
high.
that ultra-violrays could be used
Branded
for purifying the air In submarine
in
boats. Such rays are produced
On left thigh
jX
great quantities by the quartz mer
Said
to
unknown
this
animal
being
cury vapor lamp, and their sterilizing
claimed by owner on ur
unless
Board,
so
known.
The
well
now
is
power
cret of the great power of the ultra before June 5, 1912, said date being
violet rays Is simple, according u 10 days after last appearance of this
him, for they correspond to the high advertisement, said estray will b6 sold
est temperatures that we know. Ii by this Board for the benefit of the
fact, the temperature of the mercurj owner when found.
vapor lamp which produces them-i- i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
even higher than that of the sun. H
hat
Albuquerque, N. M.
point-tan
mention,,
interesting
Is, if we expose to the rays a 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24. '12
mixture of carbonic acid gas and am
.
monia they combine and give rise tc
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
formic amide, which is the base ol
protoplasm and living matter.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
F. M. Goodln, Three Rivers, N. M.
Too Much "Ette."
One two year old red mot.
Elizabeth Murray was talking las!
winter at a tea at the Colony club li tley faced, yellow spot on left side,
New York about charity.
heifer, weighing 500 lbs, and 7 feet
"At this time of the year," she said high.
"It is a wise charity to give warm
Branded
soft, woolen underwear to the chll
On right hip
dren of the poor. This saves pooj
Branded
children from the hardships of flan

xound the hats and hanging at the
nelette.
"I heard of an East Side mother th
The return of the waistline has givother
day who bought a shirt of flanen opportunity for the display of neat
for her little boy. The' shlrl
nelette
belts. These are In suede and patent was
very cheap; but after the Aral
more
and
the
narrow,
leather, quite
she brought It back to th
.decorative are adorned with Jewels, washing
dealer
again.
a
fashionable
are
Jeweled shoes also
" '1 think, sir,' she said, 'you oughl
moment Diamonds and
iad of
to
change this. When I washed it th
other precious stones adorn shoes of flannel
all came out and enly left th
duchess
and
brocade
and
silver
j?old
ette.' "
lace.
.back.
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CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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rfiwp

General Blacksmithing
and Wagon Repairing

To-wi- t:

New Accessories.
Chantiuy ana Maiines laces are
among the newest ideas for veils, par
ticularly the cream white tones, which
are becoming against the skin. Some
of these are long, draped gracefully

!

m

BEST

eeU

j

On a Round Table.

It is perfectly proper to use a
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To-wi-
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LOBBY RESTAURANT
HOW,
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416 Grand

General

To-wl- t:

The
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ers cordially

'
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A VCKUE
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month.

To-wl- t:
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Mrs. Jones Did any of the workadmiring naturalists as "neat , and men escape with his life?
Jones Well, I don't think anyone
pretty," figure among the various species that have been classified. Har- escaped without his life.
per's Weekly.
ORIGIN

OPTIC, TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1912.

BUSINESS

.
Importance of ths Worm in ths Eeon-my of Nature Was First Revealed by Darwin,

kCSTUMES FOR LITTLE MAID8
ESPECIALLY BECOMIINOL

DAILY

I.

LOTS CF OTHERS

HAEITAELE

KEEP THE EARTH

ARM WEATHER' STYLE

I

VEOA.S

VA

8I5T

Jas. C- - Dahlmann, serving bis third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful In receiving the overwhelming support of tn voters in the
primary election. He also successfully rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid' of Fole Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." What Foley
Kidney Pills baye done for Mayoi
Dahlmann they will do for any other
person bothered with backache, rheumatism, or any other form of kidney
or bladder trouble. Just try them lor
quick and permanent results. O. G.
Jiaefer, Red. Cross PJfugica

FOR
five passenger Buick good as new, can be seen J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. S4&,
at East Las Vegas Auto and MaI. O. of B. B. Meets
every firm
chine shop. A bargain If taken at
JOHN N. KINNEY
Tuesday of the month In the veatrj
once.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at t
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth
Invited.
Rock
Isaac Appal
cordlUly
I
. luui, ,.ohlnit
i & per. J.n
I Presidents Cb.rtoe Genclay, Spc
f
Qtdsr?
Sixth and Douglas.
Phone Stain 40.
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevretary.
ens, Humboldt! Kan. J,
COPAB4
owner when found.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC-.NCATTLE SANITART BOARD.
804. Meets second and four.
Albuquerque, N, M.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
Visiting members are
ANYONE interested in the three day
W. R. Tipton. G.
invited
dlally
liquor cure can call at 938 ColumE. P. Mackol, F. S
Estray Advertisement
bia or telephone Main 351.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
may concern that the following deTHE Gallatin three day liquor cure
1.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Meets every Monday evening
is a guaranteed cure. No bad afSouthwestern Irri. Land & Power Co,
their
hail on Sixth, street. All visit
ter
938
effects.
Columbia or teleLos Lunas, N. M. ,
brethren cordially invited to at
Ing
phone Main 351.
One old sorrel horse.
tend. 3 . D. Frideostlne, N. G. ;
Bran A oA
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
111 Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer:
advertisement, said estray will be sold
un.rignt hip
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
by tliis Board for the benefit of the
Branded
owner when found.
' On
lept hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
F. O. Z. Meets first and third Tneu
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
day evenings each month, at Wood
mas hall. Visiting Brothers cot
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12
1 b"f. KUtaJ with Klu. Tilbdoo. V
TP
no ulw. Bur of Ton- - V
before June 5, 1912, said date being
I Tke
dlally invited to attend. A. ii
M
Advertisement
Estray
10 days after last
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
f,v &
appearance of' this
Alwavs Kii.i.l
yer kaowtts Best. Safest. ariLJ,,
Notice Is hereby, given to whom it
advertisement, said estray will be sold
tetary.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVITOLEE
concern that the following
by this Board for the benefit of the may
estray animal was itaken up by
owner when fouqd.
Juan Lucero, Villa Nueva, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One 8 year old bay mare.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
00 Iba. or More, Eaoa Delivery
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12
20c per lue ,b.
IrOtS lbs. to 2.CC0 Iba, Eae Delivery
On left shoulder
2S0 per let lea
f.,,1 28S Iba. U 1,0O Iba., Eaot. Da II vary
'
Oo per 10S lb
Said animal being unknown to this
astray Advertisement
S3 lb, to 204 lbs
Each Delivery
40c per 10t Ise.
Notice Is Tiereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Lea Than 6fl Iba, Each Delivery
sSe per 1CS Iks,
may concern that the following de- before June 5, 1912, said date being
10
scribed estray animal was taken up by
days after last appearance of this
Candldo Jhavez, Casa Salazar.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
One bay borse, 15 years by this Board for the benefit of the
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
old, 4 feet 5 inches high, weighing owner when found.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veg-a400 lbs., swallow fork both ears.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '1 2
One left shoulder
e,

0

O.

Miscellaneous

.

c
.

t"

its'

To-wl- t:

1j

CHICHESTER S PILLS vn

a

n

RETAIL PRICES

To-wl- t:

....

AGUA PURA COMPANY

To-wl- t:

Branded
On left hip

f.""""'

LjLi

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance, of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

wner

when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. May 14. last pub. May 24, 12

Estray Advertisement

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described stray animal was taken up by
J. M. Vigil, Questa, N. M.
One 2 year old mare, sorrel, weighing six hundred lbs., 4 feet
high.
To-wl- t:

Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

before June 5, 1912, said date being
10
after last
of this

days
appearance
Notice Is hereby given to whn it
advertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following dethis 'Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by by
owner when found.
Southwestern Irri. Land & Power Co.,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Los Lunas.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Two chestnut sorrel mares,
1st pub. May U, last pub. May 24, '12
Branded
To-wl- t:

Said animal being unknown to this
On left thigh
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
10 days after last appearance of tills Board, unless claimed by owner on or
advertisement, said estray will be sold before June 5, 1912, said date being
by this Board for the benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this

Lame back is unsually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles of the
back, for which you will find nothing
better than Chamberlain's Liniment
For sale by all dealers.
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ANT Ads
Are Best

:

1

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
.
v:
nf thnsfi whn
MTfiHTRTTV
,.
."v jiuviuai uuujj is wo; 1 JH03t
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST b
,?me
one wuu reaus ine aas. m tms newspapei: and wosld never
of
hear your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newsflaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness c.f p.rV
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers of '
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of t!'
best markets!

l

LAS VEGA8 DAILY

afrSTbT you, somehow. But If you're
dyin' to make use of that there stick
of yours you can come along to protect me. There's a bad place up the
road a ML"
"Sure!" His heart warmed unaccountably at this evidence of feminBy Mabol Cfc. England
inity in the valiant female. It was a
long time since he bad been called on
mopyrlcbt, la 12, by Asovlai U;eiu!7 for protection, or help In any form.
TJnconxclously he squared his shoul"Tor money or yer life! Hold up ders, threw back bis head, as be
My!"
stepped briskly out beside her.
The woman repressed a startled tra
"I'll give you a good square meal
pulse to scream. Then her Inborn when we git home," she promised him.
fearlessness, coupled with bo (nv,a
Hungry as he honestly was, the ofUent contempt for tlie 111 judgracii.
fer, with Us hint of reward, in soma
that would hope to And money on ntr subtle way offended him.
broke forth in one crisp adjuration
"You needn't mind. I kind git
"Oh, dont be an ldlt!" she snid
along," he answered loftily.
The raised club wavered Impereepti
She glanced at him curiously.
strove V:
blyt as Its muffled owner
"How long have you been doing
lhape his mind to this unexpected re this?"
septlon of his threat
Had this sell
"Whatr
tary female some unseen guard In be
"Why, this here highway robbery
wake? He glanced suspiciously alui'i'. business."
the dark road.
That's tellin'," he grinned
"1 said, yer money er yer life." v
"I 'magine you're new at it," she
repeated, somewhat uncertainly.
persisted.
"Well, you kin go on savin' all nish
"Why?" indignantly.
"
If It amuses you. Lemme
"Oh, you're sort of kind an" nice.
past
The masked figure gave one
You ain't no hardened criminal," she
look Into the dark.
vouchsafed, the wile of the eternal
"Aw. stow that!" he growled. "None feminine unconquerable even In this
P yer Sass, old lady!
You're Jest the uncertain situation.
kind wot carries a wad in their stock
The man felt an added warmth perIn. Cough up now! I ain't had a meate his entire being. A sudden desire to stand well with this fearless,
square meal fn three days."
The woman clutched tightly a small yet distinctly appealing Individual
surged up within him.
plush bag which she carried
"1 ain't got no wad," she retorted
Suddenly she started. "Ssh! What's
decisively, "but I got a nice little that?"
They had reached the "bad part,"
nlneymlte bomb In this here bag that'll
blow you where you won't want meals place where the road wound through a
for some time. YouH be too much oc- dense growth of forest, thick with underbrush and dark with an appalling
cupied kepln' cool."
As she raised the bag threateningly darkness. Again came the Crackling,
the man drew back. The arm holding as of a heavy body pushing through
the brush. She clutched his arm nervthe club fell to his side.
1 won't touch
"Go on
you," he ously.
"Don't be skeered," he reassured
rumbled ulklly. "You ain't got no
nothin" but some animlle
nlneymlte, but darned If I don't ad- her. "It's
He put his hand protect-lngl" prowlin'."
mire yer pluck. You mind me of
It felt appealing!?
over hers
He watched her as she stalked oft
small in his powerful grasp. A rush
Into the dark, strange
memories stirring within him. Sud- of memories swept over him, rendering him suddenly solicitous for the
denly a grin widened his mouth.
his side.
"By Jingoes! She's comln back! woman at
"What are you doin" of, anyway,
What's eatln' her?"
The woman approached with decis- alone in the pitch dark on a road like
this?" he queried.
ion.
"1 haven't met nothin' worse than
"You got me nervous now," she adyou, so far."
si .sns!wOy. "though. I tint
Hocouehed. suddenly abashed.
y

n

off

lence.

no fault of the parts
then. I reckon."
"Haw-haw!He laughed enjoying-'"By Cricky? but you mind me of
Say. of course it's fifteen year
now an' I s"pose she alnt here no
more, but did you ever hear or be
hesitated between a strong reluctance
to speak the name and a burning de-- i
sire to know" of Llndy Rastall as
was?
The woman started Imperceptibly.
"Seems to me I've heard of her,"

"Twasn't

v

j

;
i

.

'

she admitted. "What about her?"
"Oh, nothin". Thought mebbe you
knew her."
There was silence for space. Pres- ently the man looked around him with
a start.
"Say, what're you turnin" in here
for?"
"Because I live here," she answered tersely. She closed the gate behind her and started up the path by

her.

111 tell you.
Llndy," be said,
can't see as the fault was mine.
You 'member the day we quarreled
over that painter fellow, an I thought
was fool a' around yon too much an'
you went off mad. Well, I come over
that evsnln' to beg your pardon for
doubtln' of you, an' Jest as I got to
the end of the path that leads Into
the orchard, I seed you with him,
under that same tree where I'd ast
you, an, got your promise. An' while
I stood there he put his arms round
you an'
kissed you."
"It's a lie!"
"'Taint no lie. I seen him! He put
his arm around you an' bent over an'
an' then I Jest couldnt bear to see
It an' I turned an' walked opt of the
place an' ain't never been back there
since, not till now."
"Yes, Sam Martin, an' If you'd had
any sense In your stupid bead you'd
of come right on an' knocked him
down s'tead of marchln off an leavin
me to do It! My hands la maybe little
but I gave him one knock that night

"Yes,

"an'

I

that"
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TEeThau tlfalglilened up and racea

take

that crazy
mask. It makes me feel like a 'complice, walkin' along with It!" Sha drew
away indignantly.
"Surel" He tore off the strip of
black cloth obligingly and p.it It In
his pocket
"I used to belong to these parts," he
offered pacifically after a short si"An" I wlafc you'd

The
Highwayman

!

OPTIC TUESDAY,

"Llndy!"
"I was Just tellin' him," she went on
indignantly, "how he'd bare to go,
'cause you said I must choose an' of
course I'd choose you, an an' then h
tried to1 Oh, Sam," she half sobbed
his side.
from his arms, "why didn't you never
"Well, well! Bought the old place, come
back?"
eh?" he murmured absently. "8 'pose
He was silent for a moment
her old uncle Jabe's dead, then."
"I've come now, Llndy," he offered
"Yes, he's dead." She fitted the key
at
last, uncertainly.
In the lock and pushed
open the door.
"Yes, you've come now an' how?"
"tome through to the kitchen," aha
said. "I ain't had my own supper yet. she flashed, drawing Indignantly away
from him as the memory of his earYou can have a bite with me."
swept over her.
She led the way back, groped about lier performance
for the lamp, lit It and set It on a "Thievin", "an' scarin' women In ths
small shelf over the table. The man dark an'
"Llndy, will you listen to me? This
looked about him eagerly.
1
"Fifteen year," he murmured, "an Is the truth, Llndy, It's the first time
Jeet the same. Well, well! He turn- ever made to hold up anyone. But
ed to the woman, who had thrown off things has been goln' hard with m
her scarf and cloak and stood silently fer a long time now, an' I was Jest
about desperate, People Is so blasted
regarding him.
Indifferent when a man asks fer hon.
"Llndy!" he gasped.
women Is worse than
"Yes, Sam Martin. It's Llndy!
I est work, an' the
knowed you the minute you spoke my the men. Tonight I was Jest plumb
name. Now will you Just kindly tell mad. I says to myself, By Gum! I'll11
me why you run off like that, sudden, make someone cough up somethin',
without a word, when me an you had I have to stand here till the crack o'.
doom!' Llndy," he broke off suddenspoke our promise, an' never turned
In his voice, "what
up from that day to this?" Her face ly, a boyish anxiety
made you so sassy? Didn't I look
was white wits tiie rasn or memories

Llndy smothered a laugh. "Oh Bam,"
she said, "you're Jest the same old "
"The club was only to scare 'em,
in his eagerness to explain, "an' honest Llndy, I wouldn't of taken more'o
a dollar from you, not If you'd handed
out two hundred of 'em."
Truth rang unmistakably In hit
words. He paused and walled for hot

Judgment
presently a small, firm hand clasped
his.
"All right Sam," she said.
"Llndy dearl" He took her hands
In his snd his voice grew strong with
purpose. "I have nothin' to offer you
now, but by Jingoes! I'll work."
"Sam " She looked down. besltat
Ing

"Sam." she began again shyly, "t.bla
place is simply goln' to rack an' ruin
for want of a man to look after It!"
"Oh Llndy!" He drew her to him
and stood silent, resting his cheek on
ber balr
Presently a smile of Irrepressible humor spread over his face.
"I said tonight, "yer money or yer
"but I never
life,' he whispered,
thought you'd give me both, an' of yer
.own accord."

'

8ome Danger 8lgnale.
exceptional behavior, if It
the form of a habit, should be
regarded in the light of a symptom.
4 child who has habits of twitching,
ihrugglng, sighing, chirping; one who
who never
Is notably absent-mindeanswers without first repeating one's
question, should be examined for nerr.
bus disorder which will certainly grow
worse unless checked. The child whose
Any

d,

egotism Is excessive,

whose

stubborn-es- s

CHILDREN

A

RECENT

FIND

Not Before the Nineteenth Century
Were They Truthfuily Portrayed
In

Literature.

Children were only found yesterday.
Before the nineteenth century the
child mind and tue child heart were
not supposed to have enough in them
to Interest the majestic adult It is
true that you find a delightful baby In
Homer; that la Virgil there Is the
prettiest gllmpe of a little girl, snd up
and down in the elastics you may
meet half a dozen ' other pleasant
shadows of children. But they are
only shadows, only at the most charming pictures. They give you much
as If they were painting or sculpture
for In children's bodies art has always
bad Interest enough only what a
child looks like, the pretty weakness,

the Instinct for play, the naive gesture and movement Not till the "return to nature," not till the spirit of
romance moved on the waters at the
eud of the eighteenth century, do you
find poets beginning to tell of ths
thought and faith In a child's mind,
the mysteries of the child's heart, the
fancies that are dreams and the fancies that are visions. You may think
that they have gone too far, that they
read Into childhood the laborious philosophizing and sometimes the labored
sentimentality of the adult But nc
one who loves children will deny that
the best of the children In nineteenth
century books have a far richer real
ity, far fuller life than any that wen
born in early works. And some oi
the best are in Dickens. London Tel
egraph.

wllfullness is of an exaggerated
type, should be carefully watched for
other symptoms of hysteria. .
Defective teeth in very young
are invariably signals of deviation from the normal.
They
may
Advice From Kindly Busy Body.
point to Berious hereditary disease or
"Oh, my! Your house has an odoi
the7 may indicate malnutrition. In of
burning milk. Don't you know how
any case, unless relieved and cor- to avoid that?" asked the K. B. B.
to
liable
are
cause
rected, they
speech
1 didn't think it was so terrible.
iefects. From Rheta Dorr's "The I'm sure.
Everybody has accidents of
Child That Is Different" in the Centhat kind," said the woman she was
tury.
visiting rather Irritably.
"Now it's all right of course, I don't
Joseph rm going to speak to your mind it, my dear, but next time Just
father this week
sprinkle some salt on the stove at
Jessie Before you do it won't you once after the milk is spilled and you
have your accident policy made In mi will avoid that unpleasant odor."
c

chil-dre-

.

favor?

HOWS THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Uure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO,
Toledo, O.
have known
"We, the undersigned,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
In all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
inter-Toled-

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

o,

O.
con-

Last Will and Testament of J. W.
Corderman, Deceased
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clrk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
It May Concern,
To All Whom

Greeting:

You are hereby notified that the
11th day of July, A. D 1912, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court in and for the County ana
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
J. W. Corderman, Deceased.
In testWbny. whereof, 1 have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
or
of the probate court this 7th day
1912.
A.
D.,
May,
.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

TAX PAYMENTS.
Notice is hereby given that all unpaid taxes 'of A. D. 1911, will become
on
delinquent on' June 1, 1912. and
and after July 1, 1912, will be sub-

ject to

6

per cent penalty.

The list

of delinquent taxes will be made and
published after July 1. 1912. penalties
and costs will be added, Judgment

recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M, May ,
1912.

EUGENIO ROMERO,

Treasurer, San Miguel County, N.

it.
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Of AS turned out some classy work
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for the 1912 graduating classes,

It is

1111

prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind' of work.
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SOMETHING VERY FIXE' IS THE WAY CF

CANNED TOMATOES
Select Ripe Stock, Solid Pack, Full Sir Large
Cans at a Hoderate Price?. If so buy our

White Horse Extras
WELL WORTH 20c Our price per single can 15c
DOZEN $1.75

1

A

IKE DAVIS
... THE

CASH GROCER . ,

.

DAILY
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LOCAL NEWS
Americaa dance at Rosenthal hall,
Thursday night

your mower, oil it. sharp- - (
en it, in fact make it better than new (or
We will call for

gyg
4IvLI

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
t th Opera Bar.

CALL MAIN

uet your tickets at Murphey'g for
the High school play, 35 an1 50 cents.
I he High school
play Thursday
night has 27 people In the cast or

Ludviifj VJm. lifcltl
CrlJje Street

"...

y.

a?

-

...e

:;!3tSgm&i

-

characters.
See the line of novelties for gradNothing nicer for the girl graduate uation gifU at) Murphey'g drug store.
than a box of fine etatloaery. Mur- phey's drug store has a splendid line
Eight popular musical numbers given during the High school
play
Winiam o. Norman has been ap Thursday night
pointed postmaster at Lincoln, Lini
coln county.
Susie Connell will show the young
f
married women how to train her husFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged band. At the Duncan Thursday night
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, or course.
A fountain pen
makes a useful
for the young man
gift
graduation
Send her a box of Llggtt's choco
A good assortment at Mur- lates for her graduation gift It's the graduate.
phey's drug store.
purest and best candy made. Fresh
at Murpfley! drug store.
NOTICE.

persons knowing themselves to
"Doc" Daugherty, the sport at colbe Indebted to me will please call
lege. See him Thursday night at the and settle
by May 25. Dr. E. L. HamDuncan.
AH

SHELLED NUTS

379

mond.

,

Hello!

Where are lyou going!
Record books, graduation cards,
To the White Kitchen to get a good
dainty
gift books, InHlaf stationery,
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day fountain pens, Hurler's candy,

Regular dance at the Armory,
nesday

Wed-

night

Through E. E. Johnson, the laud
r.ian, Gecrge W. Lemming of Cherry-val-

e

has purchased the 70 acre tarn
a
a mile rnd a half north of Lai
.
l' wii as th-- Java-Mill- s
Mr. l.cmmDg expis to move tbi
neck frcm Us Cherryvale tar.a 'o hit
new place.
e--

ONE WEEK MORE

OF

SPECIAL PRICES OU

yla-je-

The members of the graduating
class of the Las Vegas High school
were guests of honor at a banquet
and reception given last night by the
Junior class. Dinner was served at
the Casteneda hotel at 7:30 o'ejocx
and the reception was given at the
home of F. L. Myers, whose daughter
Miss Frances Myers,' is a member of
the junior class. The teachers of the
High school were among the guests
bf the evening.

ClilLDlENS

SUITS AT GREEKBEEGER'S

On account of closing of schools we are going to give you
a special discount on cnildrens Knickerbocker Suits all this week

Take advantage of this opportunity and fit your boy out.

Waists in all Sizes and Colors

liuJa

Llg-gett- 's

PECONS, ALMONDS AND
ENGLISH WALNUTS

ALL FRESH
Also FRESH PINEAPPLE

and APRICOTS

J. H. STEARNS
PURE
TO EAT
THINGS

and night

PENNSYLVANIA I. O. O. F.
candy, all make nice girts.
Best assortment in the city at
Pa., May 21. Hundreds
Reading,
Alice Coors
makes
a charming
of members of the Independent Order
drug store.
Widow."
Duncan
At
the
"College
of Odd Fellows are here from every
Thursday night.
of Albuquerque, part of the state for the annual meetChavez
Benny
boxer of the ing of tho Pennsylvania grand lodge.
The Las Vegas Troop of the Hoy champion bantamweight
mountain district, and KI8 Beginning with the formal opening
Rocky
Scouts of America will have a big
Williams of Los Angeles, who will go today, the sessions will continue un
"feed ' and a big time tonight in the
rounds Saturday nTght at the til 'ihursday. Grand faster W. Os
eight
social parlors of the Y. M. 0. A. A
Duncan opera house at the enter car Miller of this city Is presiding.
number of prominent business men
tainment for the benefit of the Las
will Join them In the banquet and are
ball team, will arrive from AlVegas
A fancy box of initial
booked for talks. The dinner will be
stationery
buquerque tomorrow.
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
'urvfcd at 6:30 o'clock
graduate. A big line at Murphey's
"For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth A small bridge spanning an arroyo drug store.
street 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur- about a mile and a half south of Las
nished or unfurnished, good cellar Vegas burned out thiB noon tying up
HEAVY VOTE CAST
traffic on the Santa Fe about
and
Cheap If taken in through
Denvei May (21. jldeal
weather
five hours.
The fire started from
th next few days. Dr. E. L.
out a heavy early vote today
ome unknown cause at 11:30 o'clock brought
in Denver's municipal election.
At
and before it was discovered and
1 o'clock
this
afternoon
estimates
could be reached by the Santa Fe fire
Judge S. 'E. Booth, a former resithe vote cast at 45 to 50 per
the structure was destroyed. placed
t, fighters
dent of Las Vegas, but now of
cent of the registration. The polls
Train No. 1 wasf held here, being
Calif., a suburb of Oakland,
close at 7 itonight The heaviest balwhere on March last he passed his scheduled to leave at about B'o'cIocTt. loting was reported from the resiTrain No. 10 was tied up "south of
eighty-thirdence districts. In several precincts
birthday, writes his
friends in Las Vegas that he recently the fire and passengers were brought more than 100 vofp-wera In line at
oi
ttintteren-- t train
suffered a severe' faTI73iS15carngEIl to Ijub VeBBB-fvarious times thijoughouit the mornmade
in
the
The
of
work
up
yards.
right shoulder, and confining him to
ing.
the house several weeks. All his old erecting a structure Oyer which trains
There was littl to indicate which
was
could
pass
begun Immediately of the three
time friends will regret this accident,
candidates for mayor was
as the judge writes that he fears it and No. 10 was scheduled to arrive being favored in the
early vote. In
will prevent him being at the ring- at the station at 4:30 o'clock.
some precincts it was estimated that
side July 4, during the Johnson-Flynthe average time spent in the voting
From injuries sustained in a fall a booth was
bout. He also expected to visit the
less than one minute. In
Flynn training quarters, and put on month ago while working on a struc these precincts citizen ticket leaders
the gloves with Flynn for a ten min ture in Domingo, Howarfl Deskins, a estimated that a majority of the balSanta Fe carpenter, died last night lots cast were
ute go,
straight and claimed
at 7; 30 o'clock in the Santa Fe hos this
favored Henry J, Arnold
for
pital. Deskins was Ei years of age mayor.
i
and Is survived by a wife and family
In other precincts it was evident
who live in Trinidad. His body is that considerable
scratching was in
being cared for by J. C. Johnsen & progress.
Supporters of Dewey C.
Son, undertakers, and will be held un- Bailey, republican candidate for mayNot
til word regarding plans for burial or, and John B Hunter, democratic
are received from Mrs. Deskins. In candidate, continued
optimistic, claimthe fall, which was only four feet, ing their candidate was favored by
Mr. besklns broke his leg and re- the voters' scratching.
Is our slogan. Turning
ceived Internal injuries. Mr. Deskins
was pulling a nail which came out
out a lot of fair work means
easier than he anticipated and he
fell backwards from the structure on
qothing to us.
which he was working to the ground
below.
Turning out a lot, as we
Mur-phey- 's

Elm-hurs-

d
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Old

SEE ! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS hour CASH
AND

RCQULAIt RETAIL VALUK.

tia.OO

pnrchMed eTral earloadi of this beantffal
ud oar
enabled the manufacturer to Rive as an ezolnilve deaiira
urn
parohMe
and
of the cost to
very low price. We are charging
We

dfnner-wa-

rt

part

cost of the
and only alc yon to pay a percentatre of tne actaal "advertising
expense."
aet. 1 la of ft beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
for
leas than ail in any retail chlua store, it la guaranteed by bota
auallty
and ourselvea.
There la a couoon in every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us Ave
coupons and $3.40 larcash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send yoa one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and re
xnlttance to The China Department of the. Larsbee Flour Mills Company,
liutcbinson, Ksnsas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons In LABABEB'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware)
irfl aMier vitiugtiifl f ryiuiMntr,, Ail in
cirealitfi

GER
EMPRESS, you know, h that "Mighty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
MAN-MILLE- D

ALL GROCERS

FOR
SALE
BY

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

n

llichory
The
r

1 -- -l'

iwenasunx

$5.50

N

THE-DUNC- A

,

$5.50

We are selling this best of all

Quantity

summer furniture at very reasonable prices.
A

nice line of Porch Swings

J.

G.

JOHN
623

are doing, of FINE work
means increased business

& SON

Douglas Ave.

Quality

y

4

$3.25

then

pleased customers,
more business and the rightly earned name,

The

AT THE HOME

Leumdry of Quality

--

Our kind cost YOU no more.

Las Veas Steam

THE BEST OF

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

EVERYTHING

For the Choicest of

HARVEY'S

The popular mountain ranch resort
will open its 30th season on Saturday, June 1, 1912, Mr. Harvey in
charge. Rates at Harvey's this year
are $2 per day; 7 days $12. Charges
for saddle animals: ' Burros, 50c a
day, 25c half days or less; iponies
$1 per day, 50c half day or less.
Fare to Harvey passengers by automobile to carriage house $1 each
way; the remainder of the trip by
burros without charge to' guests of a
week, others 60c each way.
Leave orders at Murphey's, Cutler
Brothers' or Plaza Hotel or Phone
Mala 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 a. m., returning
the same day.

FRESH

EVERY DAY

Fine Bulbs, All Different Colors

BAKERY

Eminent Bohemian Pianist

01-0- 0

02. CO

01-0- 0

The Costliest Event Ever Offered
At The Duncan

Goto

BOUCHER'S

FOR ONE DOLLAR

-

Sixth
Street

507

STORE

The Great Polish Violinist accompanied by the

Prices

Of our Dollar Collections of Dahlias.
13

CO.

IGNAY; HAROLD!

RUDOLPH POLAK

BUY ONE

Fresh Strawberries
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

Extraordinary Musical Event

GOODS

EATABLE

.

Wednesday May. 22

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORIST- S-

rs 121

"The Store of Satisfaction"

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

miUHT
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